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_ Tragedy strike~ UNH students 
Undergrad 





By Michelle Adam 
Sophomore John Franson of 
Woburn, Massachusetts was in 
critical but guarded condition last 
night at Wentworth Douglass 
Hospital after falling four stories 
out of his third:..floor Congreve 
window at aboutl0:00 p.m. 
Saturday night. 
Foster's Daily Democrat 
reported that he was being treated 
for a head injury, a fractured spine 
and multiple facial injuries, 
although the supervisory nurse 
did not confirm nor deny the 
report. 
According to third-floor 
resident assistant Andy 
Drummey, it is believed that 
Franson was locked ins_ide his 
room and tried to get out by 
crawling over to the window of 
the rooin next door. . 
Drummey and other 
studentst-ried to open up the door, . 
FRANSON, PAGE 10 
i: 
Congreve Hall, scene of Saturday's accident. (Ben Frazier 
Sophomor~ killed 
in two-car accident 
By John' Doherty 
UNH sophomore Sharon 
Link was killed Friday evening 
when the car she was driving was 
hit head-on by another motorist. 
Link, a Lebanon, N.H. native, 
was driving on Routes 9 and 202 
to Keene State College to visit her 
twin sister. 
Michael Dimascola, also of 
Lebanon, was the owner of and 
the passenger in the car Link was 
driving. He suffered four 
fractured ribs, a punctured lung 
and a concussion, according to the 
Sunday Boston Globe. 
Michael Doucette, 17, of 
Concord N.H. , the driver of the SHARON LINK 
other car, was also killed. 
Douceue apparently fell floor of Stoke. 
asleep at the wheel and crossed ManyofLink'shallmatesand 
the median into Link's lane, former Lebanon High School 
accordingtoNewHampshireState graduates made the trek to 
Police. ' Lebanon last night for the wake. 
Ironically, Doucette was Acacia fraternity, which has three 
named the 1989 National members from Lebanon, reported 
Champion pf Operation Driver · that between 10 and 15 brothers 
Excellence, an annual award co- went to the services. 
sponsored by Chrysler and the While mqst of Lil}k's friends 
Amvets veterans' group. were unavailable for comment, · 
Link,aBusinessmanagement many Randall Hall residents 
major in the Whittemore School of expressed their sorrow over the 
Business, moved this semester loss. 
from Randall Hall, where she was "Some sophomores were kind 
a floor representative, to the fifth LINK, PAGE 10 
Spike Lee speaks of racism, film-making to a 
packed house Sunday night in the MUB 
By Laura Deame and John 
Doherty 
Spike is black. 
And for the 600 nearly all-
white students who crammed the 
Granite State Room Sunday, Spike 
Lee and his controversial films 
have come to symbolize Black 
America. 
''Nightline." Time. Newsweek. 
The New York Times. They turn to 
Spike for commentary on every 
blackiss~ein the nation, they have 
made him the Guru of Black 
American life today. 
And Spike - all 5' 5" of him-· 
slightly pigeon-toed, sporting 
severe-looking Malcolm X specs 
comically offset by a white pin-
striped Brooklyn baseball cap, 
ambled in and looked out over the 
audience. 
"Do not ask me to answer for 
AIDS, racism, the homeless ... I do 
not have ~n answer ... I am a film . 
· maker not a speechmaker." 
The Memorial Union Student 
Organization (MUSO) recently 
sponsored several showings of 
Lee's most recent and most 
. successful film, "Do The Right 
Thing". After . those sold-out 
showings, MUSO proposed the· 
idea of Lee coming to UNH to 
speak. The response was 
overwhelmingly positive. 
In what was billed as "An 
Open-Mike Session With Spike 
Lee," 
Lee reclined on a couch and 
discussed his film education and 
career, the present racial climate 
an America and his role as a leader 
in the black community. 
.Before opening the 
microphone for questions, Lee 
recapped his years in Morehouse 
College in Georgia and Graduate 
School at NYU's Tish School of 
Art. 
The transition from 
Morehouse, the predominantly 
black school where Lee graduated 
in 1979, to NYU grad school, where 
he was one of only five black 
students, was difficult according 
to Lee. 
Leemetupwithanotherblack 
grad student, Ernest Dickerson, 
his current cameraman, at NYU . . 
"We were thought of as 
quotas who didn't have any place 
in film school," said Lee. "We 
decided to join forces and )<ick 
-SPIKE LEE, PAGE 8 Fim-maker Spike Lee kept a sellout crowd enthralled for over two hours. (Mike Parnham photo) 
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Summer researchers study wide range 
By Sarah Merrigan 
What do olympic horses and 
breast-feeding have in common? 
They are both subjects of 
undergraduate research 
coordinated and funded in part 
by the Undergraduate Research 
Opportunities Program (DROP). 
UROP provides 
undergraduate students with the 
opportunity to do independent 
· research in their major field with 
the supervision of a faculty 
sponsor. UROP matches eligible 
students with research projects 
and faculty advisors if necessary. 
Students must have a GPA of at 
least3.2toqualifyfortheprogram. 
Three financial awards are 
offered to help defray the costs of · 
research. Two types of research 
awards are available, ranging from 
$50 to $500. A summer fellowship 
with a stipend of $2,000 is also 
offered. The fellowship covers nine 
weeks of full-time research during 
the summer months. UROP also 
awards grants to those students 
who wish to present their findings 
at conferences or in publications. 
· Kimberly Ligon, a non-
traditional nursing major, was 
approached by her professor with 
the idea of doing some research 
through UROP. Ligon, who was 
awarded a stipend to cover her 
research costs, is currently taking 
a_ survey of UNH women's 
. attitudes toward breast-feeding. 
received at1the UROP office. She 
also feels that having no exams or 
deadlines has forced her to become 
a "much more mature studier." 
According to Donna Brown, 
program coordinator, the UROP 
office allocates approximately 
$20,000 a year to fund studerit 
research. Brown said she would 
like to see the UROP office 
continue to act as a matchmaker 
and resource for students and 
faculty interested in such research 
opportunities. 
Brown says that UROP is' a 
"very new idea nationwide." It is 
unusual that such research 
opportunities are available for 
u:r;idergraduate -students. The 
UNH UROP program evolved as 
faculty and administration looked 
for ways to enrich undergraduate 
programs, Brown said. 
Last semester, animal science 
major Emily Beaulieu studied the 
connection between body 
structure and competiti,on in 
olympic horses. She felt that her 
UROP research project was a very 
valuable experience. She too was 
approached by a professor, 
applied to UROP, and was 
awarded money to cover her 
expenses. 
Ligon is pleased with the 
"individual attention" she has 
_The deadline for sµmmer and 
fall UROP research awards is 
March 16. Interested students 
should submit research proposals 
and applications to the UROP 
office in Hood House. Horses are but one of the many subjects available for .study. (file photo) 
New York reports 
job bias 
New York-Thousands of businesses in the New York 
metropolitan region, fearing employer sanctions es-
tablished by the 1986 immigration law, are 
discriminating against people who are or who appear 
to be foreign-born, a New York State government 
study charges. The 70-page report is to be released on 
Wednesday and will be sent to state and federal au-
thorities. "What our report clearly demonstrates is 
that employers in New York State are adopting prac-
tices that discriminate against foreign residents, out of 
fear of penalties under the immigration law," Cesar A. 
Perales, the New York State Commissioner of Social 
Services and chairman of the task force, said last week; 
Smoking ban on 
planes in effect 
Los Angeles - A cheer and ·a jeer went_ up from the 
smoking section of United Airlines flight 133 from 
Boston to Los Angeles Saturday night when a flight 
attendant announced last anew law would ban smok-
ing on all domestic flights under six hours starting 
yesterday. The ban includes flights to Puerto Rico and 
the Virgin Islands, though not foreign destinations. 
Airlines and passengers reported no problems yester-
day, although some smokers were glum. "If the plane 
starts to go down, I'm lighting one up," Dave Noeth of 
New York told a reporter for the Associated Press at La 
Guardia Airport. 
White House plans 
schooling reform 
. Washington - Declaring that "sweeping, fundamental 
changes" must be made in education, the nation's gover-
. nors committed themselves yesterday to work with the 
White House on 10-year program of reforming primary 
and secondary schools. Roger. Porter, the chief White 
House domestic policy advisor, said that the "historic" 
action culminated a process that began in September, when 
President Bush met the governors in Charlottesville, Va. 
Fla. candidate sorry 
for campaign issue 
Tallahassee, Fla. (AP) .-' A Democratic candidate for 
governor has apologized for trying to make a cam-
paign issue out of a murder case in which the defen-
dant is black. The candidate, State Representative Bill 
Nelson, began his campaign on Feb.14 by promising to 
make the case of the defendant, Charles Street, into 
Gov: Bob Martinez's "Willie Horton-only worse." Mr. 
Horton, a black who spent 10 years in jail in Massachu-
setts for murder, escaped on a furlough in 1987 and 
raped a Maryland woman and assaulted her fiance. 
President bush's 1988 campaign blamed Gov. Michael 
Worn, an l_ a W_ yer named s. Dukakis of Massachusettses, the Democratic candi-
date, because he supported the jail furlough program. 
top lawyer for CIA Hailed driver killed 
Washington-AseniorlawyeratthestateDepartmenthas . in auto-accident 
been appointed general counsel to the Central Intelligence 
Agency. The lawyer, Elizabeth Rindskopf, is 46 years old Henniker, N.H. (AP) -A 17-year-old youth honored 
and will assume the post in early April. She will be the first . last summer as the nation's safest teen-age driver may 
woman to hold that position in the organization's 43-year have fallen asleep at the wheel before his car slammed 
history, C.I.A. officials said. She has been principal deputy into another cart, killing him and another person, the 
legal advisor at the state Department since September and police said Yesterday. The diver, Michael Doucette, of 
was previously general counsel to the National Security Concord, and the diver of the other car, Sharon Ann 
agency. Link, 19, of Lebanon, w~re pronounced dead at the 
scene. The accident occurred Friday shortly after 5 





By Susan Hasson 
The four-credit course system 
at the University of New 
Hampshire may be changed after 
comparisons with other New 
England schools revealed that 
three-credit systems give students 
a better chance to interact with 
professors . 
. The debate between the three 
and four credit systems has been 
going on for some time and may 
come up for closer scrutiny in the 
spring. There is .no "formal 
review" scheduled, according to 
Vice President of Academic Affairs 
Walter Eggers, but it is an issue 
that has been under constant 
review since it was instilled. 
The debate centers around 
"contact hours" both for the 
students and the faculty. The four-
credit, four-class system at UNH 
allows students to graduate after 
passing only 32 courses. -This 
results in far less class time and 
teacher-student contactthan other· 
public universities in New 
England. Proponents for changing 
the system say that the student is 
hurt by not being ab 1~ to take more 
classes. 
Tom Foxall, professor of 
animal and nutdtional science, 
said that students are "paying 
more and getting less." A course 
load of four classes ·leaves little 
room for getting a well-rounded 
education, and even puts students 
for jobs, Foxall said. Foxall said 
that he disagrees with the degree 
of specialization prompted by the 
four credit system at the 
undergraduate level. 
Many students expressed the 
feeling of not being able to handle 
the extra work involved in taking 
an additional class. 
Changing the system would 
increase our workload too much, 
said junior Nicole Plinck. 
· When the question of 
workload was raised, Foxall 
expressed confidence in t,he 
studeri.ts at UNH. "People live up 
to the standards you set for them," 
he said. "The time is there. It is a 
question of budgeting and 
schedule manipulation. Having an 
extra course doesn't mean (the 
student) has to kill him/herself," 
said Foxall, who is an academic 
advisor. 
Junior Er{c Klein voiced 
another concern. "When you start 
getting more classes, you start 
losing the same level of intensity," 
he said. 
Claire V:an Ummerson, lJNH 
Chancellor, said she "understands 
(it) would be difficult for students 
to take additional course~ of the 
same depth" that they are taking 
now. She pointed out that the 
subject matter the student is now 
getting in a single course might be 
at a disadvantage when looking CREDITS, PAGE 10 
Prospective 
English majors 
must declare sQon 
By Andy Neal 
UNH students planning on 
declaring English as a major must 
do so during the week of March 
5th through the 9th, or wait a 
semester, according to a memo 
released by English department 
chairman Mike DePorte. 
Department Administrator 
Tory Poulin said the decision was 
. made tQ both ,;cap the sort of 
impulse .declaring that rushed 
students make." The move is also 
intended to "make it easier on the 
advisors in dealing with those 
\"\{anting to declare by having just 
one information session," she said. 
Poulin stressed that the new 
policy is in no way meant to 
discourage those interested in 
becoming English majors. ,;,Th'ose 
students that are serious about it 
will plan for.the week," she said. 
Students who inquire about 
becoming English majors will be 
given a packet explafning the 
major and its requirements. The 
following week, the ·department 
will hold a meeting for all newly 
declared majors · to discuss the 
requirements and answer any 
questions. 
"That way we can sit 
_ everybody down at once to give 
them a basic idea of what's going 
on," Poulin said. 
The number ofEnglish majors 
has doubled to 730 students over 
the past .few years and the ability 
to deal with that growth h~s been 
strained. "Up until now, students 
would just trickle in all semester 
long, but now it comes down to 
one week," Poulin said. She also 
. said that many students seem to 
be choosing English as a major 
}ust to declare something. 
English classes have become 
· very difficult to get, even for 
English majors because of the 
increased popularity. '1t's easier 
to get Celtics tickets than a 
Shakespeare class at UNH," said 
English major Rich Finkelson. · 
Despite further budget cuts 
by the University, the · English 
Department has hired a new 
professor to join its faculty next 
semester to keep pace with the 
ever growing number of new 
,majors. 
Those interested in majoring · 
in English are encouraged to stop 
by the English office in Hamilton 
Smith. · 
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Carol and Gordon Haaland were bid a fond farewell at Monday's r~eption. (Mike Parnharn photo) 
Haaland leaves in style 
Over 500 salute departing president 
By Neal McCarthy 
· Words o( appreciation and 
praise were echoed yesterday in 
the Science and Engineering 
Research Building as a crowd of 
nearly 500 bid fareweland good 
luck to now ex-President Gordon 
A. Haaland and his wife Carol. 
Members of the University 
System Board of Trustees, faculty 
emeritus, administrators, faculty 
and staff, and student leaders 
listened while speakers addressed 
the accomplishments of the ex-
President. They also expressed 
mixed emotions concerning 
Haalands' depa,rture. 
"I'm sad today, yet happy to 
have the opportunity to thank you 
(Haaland) on behalf of the trustees 
and university ... for your service 
not only to the university, but to 
· the board (of Trustees), the state, 
and to higher education," said 
University System Chancellor, 
Claire Van Ummerson. 
Van Ummerson continued, 
saying the Haalands had "graced 
this campus" and had "given 
freely" of themselves. 
Haaland, who firstarrived at 
UNH in 1965 as an associate 
professor of psychology, served 
as President for the past six years 
bef01:e resigning to accept the 
presidency at Gettysburg (Pa.) 
College, effective April 1. 
Haaland, however, is leaving 
with great respect and the 
admiration of his peers, · 
"He had a way of getting 
things done," said Dean of Liberal 
Arts and long time friend,Stuart 
Palmer. "He had a sense of 
. direction, but never pushed 
anyone asiqe ... and in a quiet way, 
brought people along with his 
vision." 
Vice-President of Academic 
Affairs Walter Eggers, who is new 
to UNH this year, said UNH is "a 
place where people feel 
remarkably loyal and willing. And 
I'm genuinely grateful for this 
legacy Gordon has left us with." 
Dr. Manley Irwin, .professor 
of Economics, talked about 
'Haaland's commitment and 
concern for the university. "He 
showed up everywhere, for 
meetings, seminars, and 
participated .. .irrespective of 
rank." 
Irwin went on to say that with 
Haaland' s departure UNH is not 
losing a president, but a 
"collea ue." . 
Student Body President, Mike 
Desmarais, also agreed that 
. Haaland shared with campus 
involvement. "He really made an 
effort to improve with student 
relations, and he'll be missed by 
everyone." 
Haaland, who said h~ was 
"overwhelmed" with the 
receptionheand his wife received, 
expressed equal respect . for his 
constituents. He said, "I'm 
humbled by your own 
contributions to my education, and 
I leave with greater wisdom." 
Besides the warm reception, 
the Haaland' s also received a 
, number of gifts,.including a scenic 
coastal painting by local artist and 
. UNH alumnus, John Hatch. 
Among the many comments 
presented by interim President 
George 'Gus' Kinnear, was the 
leading of a "hip, hip, hooray" 
cheer that brought the 
appreciation out of everyone in 
the building. 
Haaland will be missed, but 
-as Dr. Irwin said," As long as they 
have a phone and a FAX, the 
communication will continue." 
Departing President Haaland chats with Sociology Prof. Mel Bobick Monday. (Mike Pamham photo) 
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Bush and Khol allay 
fears of new Germany 
Unification plans 
with ·wide effect 
China is watching 
watchers closely 
Camp David, Md. - After two days of talks, 
President Bush and Helmut Khol of west Germany 
declared yesterday that there was no reason for anyone 
to fear the economic, political or military power of a 
united Germany. Mr. Bush said they agreed that the 
nation being reborn in the middle of Europe should be 
a full member of NATO and take part in the alliances 
military structure. I think we have learned lessons and 
, we do not want to repeattheerrorsof history," Mr.Khol 
said in at a news conference with Mr. Bush. 
East Germany - The East German Social Demo..: 
crats, favorites in the March 18 elections, presented a 
detailed plan for reunification as they ended their Con-
gress and chose a candidate for prime minister. The party 
did not set a firm date, but it was one more step toward the 
unity that now seems certain. That e,spectation is creating 
volatilityonworld financial markets as West Germany has 
quickly moved tot eh center of the economic stage, along-
side the United States and Japan. The plunge in Japanese 
stock prices last week is one striking example of the global 
impact. 
Beijing - Despite the lifting of martial law in the 
capital last month, the Chinese authorities appear to 
have intensified their efforts to keep foreign journal-
ists under surveillance and limit their unofficial con-
tacts with Chinese, Beijing-:-based corespondents and 
some Chinese say. Some monitoring of corespon-
_dents, including tailing and tapping of telephone. 
conversations,has ben practised continuously in China 
for 40 years. But the scale has dramatically increased 
since the militarily crackdown last year, and appar-
ently also in the last 10 days or so. · 
Anti-Government 
rallies ·in Moscow 
Voice of militants 
rising in Kashmir 
Korean protesters 
condenin US 
Moscow - The Communist establishment suf-
fered. a double blow yesterday as protesters across the 
country thronged the streets in a defiant call for a share 
of power while one republic, Lithuania, voted to end 
Communist rule. In at least 20 cities from the Baltic Sea 
to the Sea if Japan, citizens braved ~n official scare 
campaign, registering their impatience and a_!lger with 
the President Mikhail S. Gorbachev' s pace of change 
thorough ·quiet demonstrations. Th~ peaceful rallies, 
the first nation-wide independent show of strength by 
the country's pro-democracy opposition, were held to 
Sringar, Kashmir (AP). - Young pro-independence 
militants are exercising increasing influence in the Vale of 
Kashmir, cutting the support for traditional pro-Indian 
politicians isolated and silent. The militants say they will 
not negotiate with the Indian Government and its main 
repr~sentative in the the state, Governor Jagmohan, until 
troops are withdrawn and New Delhi has agreed 'fo a 
United Nations-supervised plebiscite that would allow 
Kashmiris to decide their political future. 
Seoul, South KQrea (AP) - Protesters shouting 
anti-Government and anti-United States slogans tried 
to stone an American diplomat's residence yesterday 
in Kwangju and clashed with the police in four other 
cities, according · to Korean news reports and wit-
nesses. The police fired tear gas to break up the 
protests by , an estimated total of 3,000 student_s an 
other dissidents in Kwangju, Inchon, Taegu, Pusan 
and Taejon. About 100 people were reported arrested. 
promote fosurgent candidates in next Sunday's eiec-
tions for control of the three largest Soviet republics, 
, Russia;the Ukraine and Byelorussia, and to demand an 
Eastern Europe-style round table with the Kremlin on 
a transfer of power from the Communists. 
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Viruses have been running rampant in personal comput~rs. Could Sparky be a cause? (Jen Flad photo) 
PC. viruses can be hell 
By Julie Leonhardt 
· Picture the scene. It is 2 a.m. 
and you areworking on a Macin-
tosh in the McConnell duster. You 
have spent the last eight hours 
typing 12 single-spaced pages of 
a report due at 8 a.m. Then, with-
out any warning, the screen goes 
blank. Yqur paper is gone. 
It is every student's worst 
nightmare to catch an unexpected 
computer virus. It is a nightmare 
that has been coming true for 
many UNH stu.dents recently. 
_ T,om Morse,a computer sci-
ence ~ajor who his been a teach-
"ing and research assistant, de-
scribed a computer virus as being 
"a program written -by 
someone ... that works just like a 
'human virus in that it tries to 
infect computers by attaching 
itself to as many programs as it 
can." 
"Someone intended this to 
,happen. Someone wrote the vi-
rus program," Morse said. 
Viruses are hard to stop 
because they are easjly spread 
through shared software and a,re 
always taking a new shape. Just 
as a "disinfectant" is discovered· 
for one type of virus, another 
programmer develops a new one, 
said Morse. 
Morse explained this by re-
lating the process to the·hurnan 
immunization research; It's sirrii- · 
, lar to the irony that once you've 
found a way to stop one disease, 
. another develops, like AIDS, 
Morse said. 
According to Morse, not all 
· viruses · are as fatal as the one 
••· described above. "Some rename, 
. erase, or even change files, but 
some jus~ print a message," he 
· said. 
The April Fool's virus was 
• one that achieved quite a bit of 
__ · attention without c·ausing much 
harm. Somebody wrote a pro-
gram that was designed to print 
an April Fool's message on the 
screen of any computer it infected. 
· Nobody could stop it because it 
was programmed to remain dor-
m.ant m:itil April 1, so nobpdy 
even knew about it until it al-
ready H.appened, explained 
Morse. 
The type o.f person that· pro- . 
grams viruses ranges from the 
person 'Y;ho just wants to seeif they 
can do it to the person who writes 
destructive viruses for revenge 
against a company. 
"Here at UNH, it's not a big 
problem for the big systems be-
cause they get caught very quickly 
because of the high security. It 
seems to be a big problem in the 
Macintosh, however, because the 
security for these systems· is rela-
tively low," said Morse. 
. Macintosh, such as Vaccine, 
Shield, or Guard Dog. These pro-
grams search for viruses already 
in the system and try to get rid of 
them, said Morse. 
Paul LaBrie, manager of the 
Small Systems Support Group of 
Computing and Information Serv-
ices, ·suggested that for the UNH _ 
. student who is having a problem, 
--they offer a free self service work 
station that deals with computer 
·· virw,es. Morse explained that there 
wasn't much a person could do to 
·avoid having their cofr\puter in- · 
' • :, ;/J·r ,..._·,·..r :.:r.,1-1. l., :;, •. "" '.I , 
The '"N.ew 'Hampshire. 
Share the fantasy. -~ 
fected other than .,~v.biding shared 
programs, Once infected, the com-
puter can be cleaned by using dis-
infectant pro~rams designed for the 
UNH LONDON PROGRAM INFO SESSION - Alumni Center, 7-9 
p.m. 
MUSO FlLM - "Adventures of the Baron Munchausen." Strafford 
Room, M:UB, 7 _& 9:30 p.m., students $1, general $2. 
DEPARTMENT OF SOCIOLOGY & ANTHROPOLOGY -
Colloquium Series. Professor Linda Robinson, Dept. of Nursing 
presents "Over and Under-Medicalization of Childbirth in America." 
Thursday ;March 1, 1990, Horton Social Science Center, Room 439, 
12:40-2:00 p.m. 
FRIDAY, MARCH 2 
NH INTERNATIONAL SEMINAR:- "Women in Northern Nigeria-: 
Social Change in.the Urban Context," Catherine Coles, Dartmouth 
· College. Alumni Center, 3:45 p.m. Informantion: 862-2398. 
LECTURE - "Harmonic Mappings in the Plane," (3rd in a series of 
3) by Peter Duren, University of Michigan math professor. Sponsored 
by Alumni of the CoUege of Engineering and Physical Sciences. 
Room 306, Kingsbury, 4 p.m., free. ' 
WOM~N'S BASKETBALL - vs. Colgate. Field House, 7 p.m. _ 
UNH THEATER & DANCE/UNH OPERA WORKSHOP - ~'Die 
Fledermaus." Johnson Theater, 8 p.m. Tickets, 862-2290; 
/ 
NICHE COfFEE HOUSE - Hoot Night hosted }?y Andy Happel. 
Devine Hall Nich~, 8:qO p.m. . · · · 
MUSO FILM - ''l'he Rocky Horror Picture Show." Strafford Room, 
. MUB,J1idnight, students $2, general $3. 
TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 27 
WOMEN'S STUDIES VIDEO SERIES - "Rate It X." Documentary 
on the exploitation of women in advertising. Hillsborough/Stilliva:i;i 
Room, MUB, 12:30-2 p.m. · 
FOOD FRIGHT-: A musical cabaret which ~xamines women<s 
relationships with food and th~mselves: Sponsored by Health 
Education & Promotion. Carroll Room, MUB, 12:30 P•Il1: 
EATINq DISORDERS - A panel of recovering- ind!yiduals. 
· Sponsored qy Health Education & Promotion. Hills}?oroµgh Room, 
Ml,JB,4p.m. 
UNH .THEATER & DANCE/UNH OPERA WORKSHOP - "Die 
Fledermaus," by Johann Strauss, English Version, Carol Luca Bums, 
directing; Kathleen Wilson ~pillane, musical dir~ction. Johnson 
Theater, 7 p.m. Tickets at MUB Ticket Office, 862-2290. 
FILM - "Nicaragua For the First Time." A short video. on the 1984 
Nicaraguan elections. Cheshire Room, MUB, 7:30 p.m., free. 
WEDNESDAY, -FEBRUARY 28 
BLACK HISTORY /DIVERSITY MONTH PROCRAMS - African-
. American Student panel discussion. Merrimack Room, MUB, 
noon. 
VIDEO - "Waistland," · discusses women's struggles to deal with 
dieting, wejght, and extremes they'll go to to be thin. Sponsored by 
Health Education & Promotion. Carroll Room, MUB, noon . 
ECUMENICAL ASH WEDNESDAY SERVICE - Celebrated by 
UNH Chaplains. Strafford Room, MUB, 12:10 to 1 p.m. 
LECTURE-· "Harmonic Mappings in the Plane," (2nd part of series 
of the three) by PeteiDuren, U niversityof Michigan math professor.-· 
Sponsored by Alumni of the College of Engineering and Physical 
Sciences. RoomM227, Kingsbury, 4 p.m., free. 
LECTURE - -"Chronic Dieting," C. Patricia Hanely, Ph.D., staff 
psychologist, Counseling Center. Sponsored by Health Education 
& Promotion.' Jjillsborough Room, MUB, 4 p.m. 
UNH THEATER & DANCE/UNH OPERA WORKSHOP - "Die 
Fledermaus." Johnson Theater, 10:30 a.m. and 7 p.m. Tickets at 
MUB Ticket0 0ffice, 862-2290. 
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL - vs. Boston University: Field House, 7 
p.m. 
LECTURE- "Witness to War," Dr. Charlie Clements, a Vietnam Vet 
and author who has done }:lumanitarian work with many 
organizations will speak about his experiences as a doctor in war 
z;ones of El Salvador. Sponsored by COCA. Room 4, Horton, 7:30 
· p.m., students $2, general $3. · 
THURSDAY, MARCH 1 
LECTURE - "Approaches to Francophone Afriqm Lit;rature," 
-- Christopher Miller, Prof. of French and Afro-American Literature. 
Room 129, Hamilton Smith, 12:30-2 p.in. 
VIDEO - "Dying to be Thin." A personal view of feelings of men 
and women struggling with anorexia, bulemia, and compulsive 
eating. Sponsored by Health Education & Promotion. Merrimack 
Room, MUB, 12:30 p.m_. 
UNH THEATER & DANCE/UNH OPERA _ WORKSHOP - "Die 
Fledermaus," by Johann Strauss, English Version, Carol Luca Burns, 
directing; Kathleen Wilson Spillane, musical director. Johnson 
Theater, 7 p.m., tickets, 862-2290. 
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If you could eliminate any one invention from the last forty 
years what would it be and why? 
·. ''Styrofoam becauseit.sucks and it is 
unnecessary!!" . 
"Polyester leisure suits because they "I would eliminate Twinkies because · 
itch." . · people look ~gly when they eat ,them." · 
. "The wax they ·put on cucumbers . , 
because it makes a nasty coating on · 
your teeth wheri you eat them!!0 . 
Katie ·Brenner 
Senior 













Rusty Kendall . 
Junior . 
English 
, Jonathan Arthur 
Junior 
English 
. Tracy Roebke 
Sophmore 
English . -•. • ,, ·. 
ROO'M :DRAW /90 -
·Key Dates.to Remembers_. , 
March 5 .; .• - 8:30~m - 3:30pm . . A - c· Submit ·Appli~ations- . :··. . :-l .. 
March 6 / 8:30am - 3:30pm H - P Submit Applications ··· •·. · * 









8:30am - 3:30pm 
8:30am - 3:30pm 
8:30am - 3:30pm 
5:00pm - 7:00pm 
· · time Submit Applications 
Housing Information and Lottery • 
Results Distributed ·. · 
A - G Deposits Due & Agreemen s 
·• Signed 
H - P Deposits Pue & Agreemen * 
Signed 
Q - Z Deposits Due & Agreemen s 
.r .. Signed 
Late Deposits Due &\Agreements 
. Signed _., . 
In - Hall Room Draw ~-
In - Hall Room Draw ■• 
Evening- Exact time Between-:- Hall Room Draw 
In - Hall Room Draw .=•:■:••• 
to be announced 8 Wednesday May 9 8:30am - 3:30pm - Last Chance Day :: ~I ~ PLEASE NOTE: All Room Draw activities will take place in the following Locations: •• Applications Due - Stoke Hall Main Lounge :: 
Deposits Due & Agreements Signed -Stoke Hall Main Lounge :: 
~: _· . In - Hall Room: Draw - Your ~espective H~ll . ·. .. . .. . .. __ :: 
~ ·· ··-~·· · , · · Between- Hall Room Draw , - New HampshireJiall GY.m ... , . . ., . , . . . . _ .. _. :■ 
~ · Last Chance Dav - Pettee House _ ' ■: 
~ * If you ore unable to submit on application or pay your deposit during your designated time you moy do So durring any of the above time sl :: 
:,1;,o:■:-:,,:._-.:■:■:-:-:■:■:■:■:■:■:■:■:■:■:■:■:■:■:■:■:■:■:■:■:■:■:■:■:■:■:■:■:■:■:■:■:■:■:■:■:■:■:■:■:■:■:■:■:■:■:■:■:■:■:■:■:■:■:■:■:■:■:■:■:■:■:■:■:■:■:■:■:■:■x■:■:■:■:■:■:■:■:■:■~ 




hotline fires up 
By Susan Roche 
Dialing 862-4YOU could be 
the solution for thumb-twiddling 
students. Callers using the new 
Student Activities Hotline are 
greeted by, ''Hey lJNH, you have 
reached the Student Activities 
Hotline, and here's what's 
happening ... " · 
Three minutes of information 
on student-sponsored activities 
including movies, seminars, 
sailing club·meetin~s, job fairs, and 
trips to Montreal follow the initial 
salutation. · 
Betsy Parente, program 
advisor for student activities, 
developed the hotline as a liason 
betwee,n her office and bored . 
students who are looking for 
things to do. 
According to Parente, the idea 
surfaced a year ago when she was 
trying to think of a new way to 
relate campus events to students. 
With response to bulletins and 
signs dwindling, Parente knew a 
more effective means of 
communication was needed. 
College .students would be 
much more likely to pick up a 
telephone than an extra pamphlet 
of literature, Parente realized. 
The hotline began just three 
weeks ago and has already been 
flooded with C>ver ,1,5.00 calls. 
Stickers and advertisements have 
been distributed to all on-campus 
students, and the Student Activites 
Office is currently trying to find a 
way to reach off-campus students 
as well. 
As Parente' s brainchild kicks 
off this semester, she anxiously 
awaits feedback. It's still too early 
to see any results of the project. 
"I hear so many students say 
thatt.hereisnothingtodo,"Parente 
said. "Therearea variety of things 
to do and there is something for 
everyone. I hope they will find 
something when they call." d~· 
BE :yoLJR ··OWNBOSS r 
Distributorships, Dealerships, 
Money making opportunities, 
Franchises, & Mail order. 
Details, send $2.00 to: ;.·, , 
NATIONAL MARKETING COMPANY, 
BOX 3006, BOSTON, MA. 02130 
~ 6.",.;.. ... .if:;;_,_~~ ~ ... --,--:.•~_,.,..,...~.-••e•-<$ • • •.~., ••-. 
RIDES THE sou~ TRAIN 9 tl,,; 
Son of Soul Traan, · · · 
Thursdays, -Hpm~2am - · 
Get Funked, Brothers and Sisters ... · 
Ride the Train! 
General admission: $7.50 
· UNH students, employees, alumni, 
and seniors: $6.00 
Reservations: 862-2290 . 
Dinner Theater Package- . 
New England Center Restaurant 
UNIVERSITY OF NEW HAMPSHIRE 
GENERAL 
UNH INVESTMENT GROUP MEMBERSHIP 
DRIVE: Interested in the Investment Challenge 
mock stock market game? Trips to Places like 
NYC? Investment Lectures? Information in 
McConnell main entrance or Room 5, McConnell 
on Wednesday, February 28 from 10 a.m. to 2 
p.m. 
BABYSITTING SERVICE: Looking for a 
babysitter? Interested in babysitting? List your · 
name with the Commuter Transfer Center in 
the MUB, Room J36 if you're a potentia1 
babysitter or if you're a parent in search of a 
responsible sitter for your child. . . 
FREE RIDES TO FLORIDA, ALASKA AND 
. PORTSMOUTH: Need a ride? Offering a ride? 
CO-DEPENDENCY: Tuesday, February 27, 7-
A, Williamson Hall, 7 p.m. and Wednesday, 
February 28, Smith Hall, 7 p.m. 
WOMEN AND SELF-ESTEEM: . Tuesday, 
Febraury 27, 10-A, Williamson Hall, 8:30 p.m. 
and Wednesday, February 28, Christensen 7, 
8:30 p.m. 
MEETINGS 
POLITICAL .SCIENCE CLUB: Meeting to 
discus3 upcominglectureandfutureplans. New 
members are always welcome. Thursday, March 
1, Horton Social Science Center, 3rd Floor, 
Political Science Library, 1 :15 p.m. 
Need C&J Trailways info? Need Kari-Van STUDENTCAOLITIONFORTHEHOMELESS 
schedules.. Need map ip.fo? <;heck out the MEETING: Interested.inhelpingNH'shomeless 
RidebC>ard at the Commuter /T:nmsfer Center · and making great friends? Then we're the 
in the MUB, Rootn 136. Save gas and money organization for you. Join us in our fundraising 
"'while making a friend. For more info .call 3613. efforts a.nd volunteer work at local shelters. 
_, .. ~.,,: . . ,, __ Tuesday, Notch Room, MUB, 7:30 p.m. 
HEALTH 
LESBIAN SUPPORT GROUP: Tuesdays, 
Conference Room, 201 A, Health Service C,enter, 
8-9 p.m. 
·· GAYMEN'SSUPPORTGROUP: Wednesdays, 
Conference Room, Health Service Center, 8-9 
p:in.:' ', 
SAILING TEAM OPEN MEETING: New . 
· members welcome. Be there! • Wednesday, 
February 28, Room 39, Field House, 7 p.m. 
MEDIEVAL RECREATION CLUB MEETING: 
Medieval dance practice. All are welcome. Wear 
medievalgarbifyoucan. Wednesday; February 
28, Room 309, Murkland, 6-9,p.m. 
BISEXUAL SUPPORT GROUP: For womeri SAILING TEAM ORGANIZATIONAL 
and men. Thursdays, Resource Room, 249, MEETING: Find out about the Sailing Team. ) 
. Health Serviice{:el'lter,):'.4-S•p:rna: '7-P ,,,.. ,r ~. , . .,.,.., ?,.,,; , >0 ·sf'J;<;,~Qq.ne$d<)y,J;'~g~J4ir,)~-zij,Ji9,9.w.;3~,,M V,!3,;£'._g,.9'.1~_ ;;,~ 
1·~~:;i~Y.<,11,~·z· __ ,-:f'-•:~.F-f.,.t- :;:-; •..,.$"'?:J··~--- .... ~:i"t~~ ,-l[\:..~-t-, · -:; q·;~ ~}' ~-: •;t. ,. w;·+-c ;,~· ~,~c-.-... • :._•~1···--..-_ .. -~·.;._:,·:~· • .;,'\ ,.,. .,. _.,.. :".-t .... :: 
ACOA SUPPQRTG~OUP MEEt'ING: Friqays, 
Gonfer~nce R9om, Health, Serv.!ce Center} 1-2 
p.m. ' ' ,. 
, , MORTAR BOARD C~APTERMEETING: To 
· / plan :wine & cheese party and; pther events. 
. ,, "(earbook photo will be takeri. Wednesday, 
,, ON-LINE: Gay /,Les~i~n/-BisexualHofline,~2-,, _' 
3922. Sunday-Thursday, 5-10 p.rrt (Tuesday, · -... 
6-lOp.~rL) 
.February 28, Room _ 9A,_ Dimond Library, 7:30 
· p.m. 
MARINE MAMMAL STRANDING TEAM 
MEETING: To discuss sub-gr~ups, T .:s!lirts and 
· upcoming lecturer. New members 'welcome. 
Thursday, March 1, _Room 17, Spaulding Life COFFEE HOUSE FOR GAYS, LESBIANS & . 
BISEXUALS: Sundays, Conference Room, 
Health Service Center, 4-7 p.m. 
HEALTH SERVICE MEETINGS: Alcoholics 
Anony111ous are held Monday-Friday, Health 
Service Center, noon to 1 p.m. Open only to 
those with a desire to stop drinking . . 
HIV/ AIDS TESTING & COUNSELING: 
Anoriymous and confidential, available at Office 
of Health Education~ Promotion, Monday, 9 
a.m. to 3 p.rn., Tuesday, 9 a.m. to n:oon. Call 862-




Crisis Pre~cy Center 
. · FREE &. CONADENTIAL 
•. J1l"'Hflllncy testtns ' . 
• ooumdlng &. Information 
• pracdcal support We Care/ 
HOTLINE 7494441 
90 Washington Street 
Suite 306 B, ~r, NH 
Sciences. , 
DEBATE COACHING MEETING: For anyone 
interested in intercollegi~te debate and/or 
speech or in improving their public speaking 
technique. Thursdays, Debate Society Office, 
Room 134, MUB, 12:30 p.m. 
STUDENTS FOR CHOICE: A political group 
dedicated tosecuringreproductiverights. Come 
see what we're all about. (For more info call the 
PSN office at 1008). Mondays, Room 42, Ham-
Smith, 7:30 p.m. · 
NEWMARKET STORAGE 
"Store Your Stuff With Us" 
Mini-Bins, outside and inside 
vehicle storage. 
SPECIAL PRICE UNH 
SUMMER STORAGE 
£~AVAILABLE "-.. 
133 Exeter Rd. 1!l!J 
Newmarket, NH 
603 659-7959 
, L - • •. --~ -•- ~J 
f j .♦ 
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·spike speaks, take two 
{jY!')~ :',;;h!;:;r• Deame and John 
Sorry, everyone. 
It's all my fault. 
By Marc Mamigonian 
Where did I go wrong? I started out with relatively 
noble intentions: to write about films and music for The New 
Hampshire. I have being doing this for three years. Not until 
recently, however,did I find out that I had it all wrong, desperately 
and pathetically wrong. My opinions are incorrect and offensive. 
I hav~ a poor grasp on the English language. I could be Arthur 
Lizie's twin brother (nowthat is a cheap shot). My mother 
dresses me funny. I should nnt be allowed to peddle my petunias 
in the pages of The New Hampshire. Go figure. 
I would like to apologize for my transgressions and 
shortcomings so that I might graduate with a clear conscience. 
I would like to apologize to all readers of The New 
Hampshire whom I have offended in any way. I mean~ well; no, 
that is simply not true. I see now that I deliberately chose 
offensive positions· in order to alienate you, the readers. I am 
deeply sorry. . 
I would like to apologize to all UNH students, pas>, 
present, and future. As a result of my poor taste and lack of 
ability I have besmirched the good name of this school. I cannot 
hel
1
p but think that, had I tailored my views · to suit the main 
current of opinion, today UNH would be the best small state 
university in the country, as Gordon Haaland predicted. I am 
deeply sorry. 
Speaking of Gordon Haaland, I would like to apologize 
to him; I am convinc:~d that the reason he left UNH is b~auseof 
my malodorous scribblings in the Arts pages. I am deeply sorry. 
_ I. would like to apologize to my co-workers at The New 
Hampshire,. past and present, ha!d· working Americans~one and 
a.IL (except Ljzje).. I wish they had shown -m.e the .err9rnf.my, 
ways; although I~ nowthattheytried; but I was too closeminded 
arRf: egotistical to take note. To my editors, I apologize for 
making,you work with so,meone possessing so few skills as a 
writer as me·. I appreciate your efforts to hammer my noisome 
prose into palatabl_e form. , 
, I would like to apologize ~o all of the artists whose work 
I have c.ov~red for The NewHampshJre. To those whom I reviewed 
n~gatively; :do n,otfeel hurt; I had .M right to criticize. Who am 
!,:after alt to voice ~n opinion? To thosewhom I praised; I regret 
having harmed you'by associating your virtues with my name . . 
I would like to espedally apologize to Bob.Dylan for consistently 
insulting him by quoting him or ~akin.g reference to his. work. 
He deserves better. I am deeply sorry. 
I would like to apologize to all my professors at UNH 
, especially my English professors. You tried, alas, in vain, to 
pound the rudiments of language and critical thinking into my 
dull mind. I am sorry for wasting your time . .I am deeply sorry. 
· To those who have written letters to me criticizing my 
work, I apologize. I was deliberately trying to offend you. I 
couldn't help myself. I am weak. To those pathetic few who have 
supported me in my ignominy, I appreciate the effort, but it is no 
use. I deserve not your praise, merely your contempt. I am 
loathsome scum. I am deeply sorry. 
· Lastly,· I would like to apologize to -my family for 
sullying our ancient name. I am sorry my parents wasted their 
money on my educatio~; money ill spent. I would like to 
apologize to my friends; wait, I have no friends, only flunkies 
whom I pay to pretend they like me. I am deeply sorry . . _ 
I think that covers everyone. If I forgot anyone, I am 
deeply sorry. Thank goodness I now see the light. Henceforth, . 
I will express no opinion that is not deemed acceptable by mass 
opinion. The voice ofthe many will dictate my beliefs. I will 
work to improve my manner of e?(pression, armed with the 
knowledge that pandering to the lowest common denominator · 
is the only true mode of communication. I will become Joel 
Siegel. Now I understand that all ideas are equal, except mine, 
which are offensive, and that no one should criticize anything. 
Now I know the truth; the truth has set me free. We' re all guilty. 
Bless you all. 
Marc A. Mamigonian is a conrite Arts Staff Reporter and proud 
co-founder of LAP HOS., which is coming out Friday. He is genuinely 
sorry. Honest. 
Spike sat back in a chair, 
munched a little chocolate pastry, 
and pushed his hat back. Flashes 
from half a dozen cameras rained 
intermittently down on him. The 
crush of autograph seekers was off 
and he took a few minutes to 
answer questions in the MUB's 
Rockingham room. 
After his appearance in the 
Granite State room, Lee was 
scheduled to appear at Hood 
House to speak with the Black 
Student Union, along with invited 
guests from UNH. Would his 
message to this predominately 
black group be any different from 
theonepresentedintheopen-mike · 
session earlier in the evening? 
"It's not going to be any 
different. I'm going to be 
supportive - it's. rough going to 
school here. Any words of 
encouragement I can offer I will." 
Lee is a black film maker with 
a purpose. Arehismovies,assome · 
have alleged, directed at eliciting 
action from the black community . 
or are they intended to educate 
white America on the plight of 
· Black Americans? 
"I think you can do both at 
the same time - I think "Do The 
Right Thing" did that. 
'' As a film maker I try to hold 
a mirror up to the present racial 
climate." · 
Near the conclusion of his talk 
in the Granite State Room, Lee 
was accused by a woman from the 
audience as 'coming off rascist 
toward whites.' · It broke the flow 
of an discussion between the 
students and Spike that was 
overwhelmingly in favor of his 
opi~ions and attitudes. . Did . he 
feel threatened by her comments? 
"She was very confused. 
Hopefully I answered her 
question. I felt the majority of the 
audience agreed with me. I don't 
think · she understood the 
difference between predjudiceand 
racism .. " 
Spike's films seem to cater to 
a black urban audience . . Yet, as 
shown at UNH, his films are quite 
popular with white college 
students. To what does Lee 
attribute the appeal? 
"Well, why do people like 
Michael Jackson or Magic Johnson 
or Eddie Murphy or. Mike Tyson 
or any black person ~ because 
we' te good," says Lee ·-
After the commercial 
successes of "School Daze" and 
"Do the Right Thing", L~e can be 
considered a wealthy individual. 
Yet he still lives in a one bedroom 
apartment in Brooklyn. Why? 
"Because it's home," says Lee. 
/II feel comfortable there." 
Recently Lee has spoken at 
the Un1versity of Vermont, the 
University of Iowa and Syracuse 
University. What is the motivation 
behind the college tour? Does he 
find the racial climate different at 
other campuses? . 
"College students make up a 
large part of my audience," says 
Lee. "I learn as much as they do 
from my visits. 
"The older generation," 
continues ·Lee, wrinkling his face, 
"You can just about write them 
off." 
SPIKE LEE, co·ntinued from page 1 
ass." 
"Racism is not a relic from the 
1960's," rem:inded Lee. "You ask 
any successful black and they'll tell 
you. You have to be ten times better 
than anyone eli;e.~' , 
. Lee~s first fi.\m at NYU earned 
. ·him the Stt1den! 4:caqemy A war4: 
· ~'I though~ J ,wasse;/' .laugh~d Lee. 
1'1 had an , a.g~nf -: for about a 
month." A f t e · r 
. graduation work was hard to come 
by, evenwith the award under his 
belt. . 
"I saw other members of my 
class getting all sorts of jobs," 
claimed Lee. 
He learned early that he 
needed to band with other 
· ambitious· black film makers to 
carve a nichein the white-saturated 
film industry. 
"We all had the same goals 
and dreams-we were just hungry." 
Lee's said his first film, 
"Messenger"; was "a complete and 
total disaster." Failure in film, 
according to Lee, is doubly serious 
because in a film maker's first work 
he is using mainly friends. 
"People gave up other work to 
· work in this project - and it just 
never materialized," said Lee. 
Success came in the form of 
"She's Gotta Have It". Shot in 12 
days iri the heat of July 1985, Lee 
was forced to work with the lean 
budget of $175,000 and was at the 
mercy of any donations. · 
"l knew we needed a film with 
3 or 4 characters, made with little 
money, and sex wouldn't hurt," 
said Lee, half-joking. 
The finished product was 
bought by Paramount for $475,000 
and went on to earn $8 million .. 
"I CC)uld ha~e gone for tl. ~ 
quick money," claimed ~ee. "I 
could have gone for ''The Return of 
. She'sGottaHavelt" or "She'sGotta 
Haye it Again", but there's too _ 
much work to do." 
1988's "School Daze", the 
second film from Lee's now- Leeanticipatescontroversyagain. 
solidified 40 Acres and A Mule "Jungle Fev~r" deals with 
Production Company, was set in · inter-racial love, according to Lee; 
the all-black fictitious "Mission " 'Do the Right Thing' dealt 
College", and dealt with the with race," said Spike. ''This one 
superficial differences that keep deals withrace,classand sex. We'll 
black peoplel.fr.@m being.a more be on Nig~tli.l)~ fl~~i~-:'' ,·: . ., .·. J : 1,r •• o 
.. unified grqup:-r~, :"School Daze" r• .~ Le~};l~~b7~1;\-~~tsp?~ent.l},hi~ . -
employed the differences in hair . proteSt 0 ~ bemg. o~erl~oked for 
texture; skin color and fraternity the Best P1ct.ure nommat1on bl the 
membe,rship , as. example·s of Acad~my Aw<1.r~s. Oneaud1ence 
discrimination against blacks by membe_r a~ked_h1;1;l how b~dly he . 
blacks. wa.nted an Oscar. ::·''.'"' • · 
"School Daze" had a budget · "I've had ~o realize th~t the 
of about $6 million and grossed Academy for the most part 1s full 
over $18 milliori but it was 1989' s of people )'Vho are very old and are 
"Do The ·RigJ-l! Thing"_ which ~ustoutoftouch,"_sai_d Lee: ''f~ey 
has grossed $30 mi}lior1: - that . JUSt feel a lo~ safe_r wit~ a film hke 
made Spike ·Lee a household 'Dead Poets . Society'. 
name: · · . Lee also commented, to the 
"We knew the film would cheers of audience members, that 
generate the . response it did," "everywhere I go people say I you 
claimed Lee. · . got robbed Spike, and (expletive) 
And what response. • 
While heralded by, · some 
critics; like Siske! and Ebert, as ~n 
"unblinking look at racism 
today'', other critics charged· Lee 
would be "personally 
responsible" for the race riots it 
would no doubt cause and the 
damage it would surely do to fhe 
mayoral campaign-of New York 
city's David Dinkens. · 
11 Afro-Americans are as 
diverse a group as anyone;'' said 
Lee. "It's a slap in the . face to 
make such generalizations. lt's 
amazing that these people who' 
know nothing about 30 million 
Afro-Americans can make these 
statements." 
40 Acres and a Mule 
Productions has just finished 
shooting "Mo' Better Blues" 
which stars Denzel W~shington ( 
· "Glory'~ ) as a trumpet player 
balancing his love of music with 
the-relationships he has with two . 
women. 
"Mo' Better Blues" is due for · 
release at the end of July, but it is 
with thisfa.ll's "Jungle Fever"that 
· 'Dead Poets' Society'." 
Controversy, which ha.s 
followed Lee like some forlorn dog 
since day orie, reared its head 
. Sunday, when · one audience 
member accused Lee of racism. 
"You're coming off as being 
racist against whites," said the 
female student: "I don't think the 
issue of racism should be 'us vs. 
them' but a 'we'." 
Lee pressed the woman for 
examples of anti-white statements 
as a confused audience mumbled 
. amongst themselves. 
"I can't cite anything 
specifically," said the woman. 
"But, it's your whole attitude." 
"Racism . is an institution," 
replied Lee. "Black people are not 
ina position to set up an institution 
like racism. There is no way you 
qm say blacks are the cause of 
racism. You're talking about . 
people in control. You have to 
know the difference between 
racism and prejudice. What can a 
black person do to you, call you a 
'honky'? That doesn't really hurt. 
SPIKE LEE, PAGE 9 
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the madcap seniors responsible for senior week. (Jen Flad photo) 
Senior -Week crazin-ess 
Can you get to know your classmates? 
By Roi Aloupis 
With a graduating class of 
over 2,000 students, it's almost 
impossible for a UNH Senior to 
know everyone. Senior Week is 
designed to let the class of 1990 
recognize bot~ the faces and the 
names in the yearbook. 
Senior Week ~ncourages 
graduating class _members to 
participate in a series of activities 
to celebrate graduation. 
The week prior to graduation, 
May21 through26,hasbeen slated 
to host events including a cruise, 
clambake, and Senior picnic. 
With the overwhelming success 
of the 1989 Senior picnic, which 
over 2,000 people attended, Scenna 
and her group collaborated to 
create se~ior activities similar to 
Do we have the police? Do we, 
have the legislature to pass law_s? 
You're misinformed." 
Another woman 
~ commented on the portrayal of -
women in Lee's film. 
"Many of y~rnr female 
characters are weak," said the 
woman, referring to Mookie' s ( · 
Spike Lee's character in "Do the 
Right Thing" ) wife who was a 
"whiner" according to the 
woman. 
"If you were a 16-year-old 
unwed mother, high school 
drop-out and the fo,ther of your 
child was_ a bum, you'd whine 
too," said Lee,drawing applause. 
The fact that · many 
characters, female, black or 
white, come to be perceived as a 
_symbol for _all women or blacks 
or whites was a problem Le~ 
discussed after the question. 
Lee returned again and 
again to what he called the "de-
mystification of film." Lee has 
put out a book with each feature 
film, which contains his journal 
and the script of the movie; 
· "Hollywood wants you to 
believe that only someone who 
God struck with a thunderbolt 
those at the University of Vermont 
and Boston College, according to 
Michelle Scenna, one of 91e 
organizers of Senior Week. 
Students weary from the 
stress of finals can shed some steam 
at Senior events hosted by Nick's, 
Benjamin's, and Bubbaluey's. 
Monday, May 21, initiates · 
Senior Week with a "studying 
siesta" at Glory Daze - complete 
with a band. Comedian night at 
Nick's and Benjamin's follows on 
Tuesday, May, 22. 
Portsmouth will wekomethe 
Seniors on Wednesday with 
cruises on the water and 
entertainment at various taverns, 
said Scenna. Transportation to 
and from Portsmouth will be 
provided. 
Boulder Field will be the scene 
of a clam bake, complete with 
lobsters, clams and beverages on 
Thursday afternoon, followed by 
. the yearly Senior picnic on Friday, 
said Scenna. 
Seniors can purchase a ticket 
good for all events for $50.00 at the · 
MUB starting April 9. Individual 
tickets for certain events will be on 
sale at the door. except for the 
' clam bake and the cruises. 
Though the Senior Week 
Committee is workihg with the 
Senior Challenge program, the two 
remain separate entities,. said 
. Scenna. 
SPIKE LEE, 
continued from p~ge 8 
can make films. Anyone can learn 
filmmaking ... I want_ to open a~ 
many doors as possible," 
explained Lee. "One of my goals 
in film is the de-mystification of 
film - I want everyone to have 
access to that power." 
While on the subject, Lee 
claimed that he "uses 
Hollywood"_. 
"I take their money and they 
leave me alone," said Lee to the 
applause of the audience. 
Lee claims he gets . the final 
say on all his movies, he casts 
who he wants and he has input OD 
how the film is market'ed and 
distributeq. · 
Inevitable the question of 
UNH's minority community . 
came up. With only 47 blacks.at a 
school of over 10,000 Lee said he 
would "think twice about coming 
here". 
''The truth is, black students 
catch a lot of hell at these 
institutions. It makes sense to me 
that college students mirror 
society. Why wouldn't there be 
racism here if there's racism in . 
America? I think it would be 
rough to be at UNH. . 
"It takes more than just 
getting minorities here. I think 
everyone wo,uld be more well-
. rounded if there were more 
diversity." 
A large portion of the 
ql)estions from students focused 
on the content of "Do the Right 
Thing''. Many see Lee as trying 
to .reconcile the non-violent 
philosophy of Martin Luther 
King with that of more radical 
Malcolm X when quotes from 
the two late black civil rights 
leaders appear at the end of the 
movie. 
The · Malcolm X qu·ote 
includes an apparent 
endorsement of violence. "I do 
not even call it violence when it 
is self-defense, I - call it 
intelligence"~ reads part of the 
quote: , · 
"I think there's a lot of 
n:iisconception about the quote,' 
said Lee. All Malclom is talking 
about is self-defense. I think if 
you whited out Malcolm's name 
and put Reagan's or Abraham 
Lincoln's or Thomas Jefferson's 
name there would be no problem 
with it.'' . 
"It's not a question of being . 
one or the other. My problem 
:i::--•---------------W-------------------------------------:--------w-----------------•------------------------------~-i:: 
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with Dr. King is his total non-. 
violent stance. There is no :elace y 
for it today. It would lead to total 
annihilation." 
Toward the end of Lee's hour 
and · a half discu~sion someone 
asked him, what a white college 
stud~nt can do to help the racial 
climate. 
Lee laughed a bit, rolling 
around on the blue sofa. · 
"I hear that question a lot," 
said Lee, hamming i't up. "'Mr. 
Lee, I'm a good h~arted white 
person. What can I do?"' 
He straightened himself up 
and waited for the laughter to die 
down. 
"All I can say," he said as he 
got serious, "is be intelligent. Be 
intelltgent." · ' 
Students were enthusiastic 
about Lee's visit. 
"I have a new hero," said 
senior Lise Russell. 
"I thought it ·was really 
good;'' said junior Todd Shea. "I 
was upset at the girl who took 
such an illiterate viewpoinL Lee 
is not white- bashing." 
"It was excellent," said junior 
Howie Howard. "It was what I 
had hoped it would be." ;,' 
RENOVATION 
$ SALE! $ 
Bunches o' things you 
. will never see again, 
so get yours now! 
c,r ·MACRO POLO 
89 MARKET St · 
WHOLLY MACRO 











Taxes riot included.Restrictions 
apply.One way-s available. , 
Work/Stud abroadprograms.lnt'I 
Student ID'.EURAIL PASSES 
ISSUED ON THE SPOT! 
FREE Student Travel 
Catalog 
ncil T~ 
Boston · Harvard Sq . Ml:f 
~1926 497-1497 225-2555 
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►♦ ►◄ ►♦ ►◄ ►♦ ~ . . ►◄ 
:: Monday Feb.26: 12:00 NOON Killino Us Softly A film , . !l 
:: CARROLL ROOM, discussing the role of women in !l 
►♦ MUB advertising and its impact on our ►◄ 
:: bodies, and our sexuality. :~ 
►♦ ►◄ ~ 
~: HILLSBOROUGH . 4:00 PM How to hlep someone with an t~ 
►♦ ROOM, MUB eating disorder ►◄ ►♦ ►◄ ►♦ _ 
0 
Presented by: Kathleen Gildea- ►◄ 
:: ~ Dinz~o. Associate Dir. of Health !~ 
►♦ •,• Services ►◄ ►♦ ►◄ ►♦ ►◄ ►♦ ALEXANDER HALL 7:00 PM Eating Disorders ___, ►◄ ►♦ ►◄ . ►♦ ►◄ . :: WILLIAMSON 4-C 8:00 PM Men and Eating Disorders !l 
►♦ · ►◄ :! BABCOCK J 8:30 PM Nutrition, Spo'ntanious Eating _ ' t~ 
►♦ an·d Chronic Dieting ►◄ 
►♦ . ►◄ ►♦ ►◄ ►♦ Tuesday Feb. 27: 12:30 PM Food Friqht·-A musical cdberet ►◄ 
:: CARROLL ROOM, which examines women, · t~ 
:: . MUB ~""-' relationship_ with food, and l.-: :~ ►♦ rd/10 themselves; . : , ~ ►◄ 
►♦ - H 
►♦ ►◄ ►♦ HILLSBOROUGH - 4 :00 PM · Panel of individuals recovering · . ►◄ ;t tr_om e·atirj_g disord_ers ,~~, , ,,_._ t~ 
►♦ .. - ~ >J } . , <~◄ ._4-
11"'1:c 
►♦ ►◄ 
:: WltLIAMSON 7-A 7:_00 PM Co-dependency · ._,, t~ 
>♦ ►◄ ►♦. ►◄ >♦ WILLIAMSON 10-A 8:30 -PM Women and self-esteem ►◄ · 
->♦ .....__ ►◄ 
>♦ ~ ►◄ >♦ Wed. -Feb. 28: 12:00 NOONWaistland ·A video which ►◄ 
:: CARROLL ROOM, _discusses women's stru.ggle'to · ~~ 
· ►♦ Mus ··~ deal with dieting, weight, and · ►◄ . · :: · M · · the extremes they'll go to, to qe ~~ >♦ ~ -.· thin ►◄ >♦ ►◄ >♦ - ►◄ :: J~ILLSBOROUGH 4:00-PM Chronic Dieting ~~ 
>♦ ROOM, MUB Presented by: C. Patricia ►◄ 
::· Hanely, Ph.D., Staff Psychologist t~ 
►♦ . Counseling Center ►◄ 
>♦ • ►◄ >♦ ►◄ >♦ SMITH HALL 7 :00 PM Co-dependency ►◄ >♦ . ►◄ 
>♦ ►◄ >♦ CHRISTENSEN 7 8:30 PM Women and self-esteem ►◄ ►♦ ►◄ >♦ ►◄ :: Thurs. March 1: 12:30 PM Dyino to be Thin A video with t~ 
>♦ MERRIMACK -ROOM, a personal view of the feelings of ►◄ 
:: MUB men and women struggling · t~ 
>♦ anorexia, bulemia, and ►◄ 
:: ·compulsive eating t~ 
>♦ ►◄ ·' >♦ ►◄ >♦ Friday March 2: . 12:00 NOON Co-dependence A film and ►◄ 
:: MERRIMACK , discussion to explore this complex t~ 
>♦ ROOM, MUB issue ►◄ 
:t /-~- ~l ->♦ .►◄ >♦ ►◄ >♦ . ►◄ >♦ _ ►◄ 
· >♦ · • ►◄ :! ---.. -. - U' >♦ .~ ►◄ -
~ --- ~ 
LINK,,_ continued fr(?.m page l 
of snobby," said one Randall 
freshman. ''They wouldn't talk 
to you, but Sharon always 
would." 
-"It's just really terrible," said 
freshman Lynn Magrdichin. 
"Sharon was very outgoing, 
very friendly," said Samantha 
Brodin. 
Funeral services will be held 
today in Lebanon, N.H. 
FRANSON , continued-frorr{° page 1 
but by tbe time they were able to, sometimesstuder.ts walk from one 
Franson was already out of the window to another." It's a 
window. challenge, said Chesney. 
Franson landed onto the hard- Franson' s parents 
packed snow and ice. arrived at the hospital Sunday at 
According · to Sue 4:00a.m.,saidChesney.Policehad 
Tiemeyer, a volunteer for the a hard time finding them, he said. 
Durham Ambulance corps, Franson _respo~ded to · 
Fransonwasunconsciouswhenthe motor tests after his parents 
ambulance arrived at the scene. arrived. Chesney said that doctors 
· "Official · investigation are amazed at the response. 
has not led us to believe it is a Chesney · has seen 
suicide attempt," said Scott Franson's condition and his 
-Chesney, student affairs parent's heartbreak. He said that 
/ spokesman. if more people saw what he· and 
It is not clear "whether other Congreve residents did, 
judgement (Franson' s) was students might be more cautious. 
impaired by alcohol," said Students attended a 
Chesney. · - prayer serv_ice for Franson's 
According·to Chesney, a_ recovery in Congreve on Sunday 
test to measure Franson's blood night.· "Community members 
content was taken. The results will _ shared positive feelings about him 
-be available in six weeks. • (Franson)," said Chesney. 
There is "speculation that 
CREDITS, continued fr9m _pqg~ 3 
spread out over more courses if ' defi~it~- abo.ut the controversial 
the s_yst'?m were to _change. credit-system change~:- . Eggers 
Changes in the system tojn- stressed that while he is concerned_ 
crease \he_ students' · _course load , with the tr_-q__,~sferability of courses 
'_and; to ,ipcrra~~ ':cc:m~act ' h~urs" ' ~119 r,roblWJl~Wi!p sc;µ~J.d}l~~Dg_, his 
:-· .~o~lp/:rei,t.e, a needJor _t~e t;mi- , ,rr1aip.,goal i?/ to _make fhe,system 
versityto h,ire more faculty. Many work as well as we can." He feels 
departments are .alre;,l.dy -lacking that ·the university's -~ystem is a 
in the.nµrnber of faculty available. _ good one. 
In light of recent budget c;:uts, ~he The issues rai~ed al:?out the · 
prospect for hiring more faculty· credit system-are.valid and will be 
seems unrealistic.. discussed fo the interest of mak-
Foxa.lrindicated that it was . ing the system _work at its best, but 
an ·edmori:iic question that came _ as of yet, there' has been no task 
down_ to ·l matter of priorities. force · or formal report to review 
Money should b~ found or reallo- the issue formally, Eggers said. 
cated, the way it is for other pro- Moststudentsarehappywith 
grams at the university, otherwise the existing four-credit system. 
theuniversityis "staggering along· Some mentioned friends at other 
at a crippled race," Foxall said. New England universities that 
. Foxall also mentioned areas consistently enroll in three real, 
that aren't being used effectively · and two ''blow-off" classes. 
that the university could take Senior Deb Donahoe said that 
advantage of in order to fit in shelikestheUNH system theway 
needed classes. He suggested it is. With three or four classes 
using the _ calendar and incorpo- instead of five, "professors can get 
rating evening, weekend and reallyintowhatthey'reteaching .. 
summer courses over the long . lfeel like I'm getting a lot out my 
_breaks. classes," she said. 
Right now there is nothing 
.:.:.: ....... .. ........................................... -.................................. ·.:.: .;. 
,,. 
NEED To GET well, 
A MESSAGE 
OUT TO THE . .Il1.fl_ 
New Hampshire 
-is the best 
place t~ start! ? ·• 
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Winners from the fast and furious MUB tournament, aglow with victory. (Blaise Masse photo.) 
MUB tourn·ament winners 
to compete 
. By Donna Litalien 
Several students will 
represent UNH at the Association 
of College Unions International 
Region I Tournament at the 
University of Connecticut March 
3. 
The annual tournament will 
spotlight table t'ennis, darts, 
' backgammon, billiards, and chess 
competition. 
- Tom Paterson, Guo Tiang 
Wang, Alex Ely, Paul MacGregor, 
Wayne Caterino, David Pelletier, 
Joanna Harris, Frank Gibson III 
and Jason Manekas qualified to 
compete by winning campus-wide 
competitions held during Winter 
Carnival two weeks ago. 
The table tennis contest was 
dominated Paterson and Wang, 




Paterson said he has played 
in small tournaments before, but past two years. His determination 
nothing quite as big as the towinisgreat. "Beforelgraduate," 
Regionals. "I play for the MacGregorsaid,"Iwantaplaque 
competition," Paterson added. with my name on it." 
In the dart competition, 'Ely In the backgammon finals, 
defeated threecompetitorstowin Manekas won over three 
his title. He remembered winning contenders. 
the qualifying round. "It was sheer Students from New England, 
glory ... · the best game I ever New Brunswick, and Great Britain 
played." will be attending the UCONN 
Among the 30 women who competition. 
competed -in billiards, Joanna ' "Someone's really going to 
Harris won the women's division. come from Britain to play me," 
Forthemen,MacGregortookfirst Ely said. "I can't wait." 
place, whileCaterino,Pelletierand The UNH students will 
Gibson III filled the second, third depart on Saturday, March 3, and 
and fourth place spots. begin competition later that day. 
::=====~::~:::::::: 




1811 Woodbury Ave. 
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19,278 to choose from - all subjects 
Today with Visa/MC or COD 
I 
800-351-0222 
m Calif 1213) 477-8226 
Or, rush $2 00 to Essays & Reports 
11322 Idaho Ave #206-SN, Los Angeles. CA 90025 
Custom research also available-all levels 
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import/export in 20 
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SASE for list of info: 
. IIC Box 5128-Dept. 1 
Portsmouth, NH 
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Petitions are available for 




Also for the Student Representative to the 
Durham Town Council · 
Petitions are due: March 28 
• Return to Beth Clark in the Student Senate Office. 
• For more Information.· call 862- .1494 
or stop by Rm. 130. 
• Elections: April 17 & 18 
STUDENT SENATE 
-PAGE 
Bills on the floor Sunday, February 25, 1990 
Senate Bill XI-81 Dining Budget Approval 
Senate Bill XI-82 MUS Budget Approval 
Senate Bill XI-80 Student Services Budget Approval 






All auxillary service budgets within the University must be come before the Student Senate. Both the Dining Budget and the MUB Budget passed after many questions. The Student Services Budget was talked about to some length, but tabled until more information was available. If you are interested in knowing more about any part of these budgets, stop by the Student Senate Office, room 130, MUB. 
,. 
-~'"··· ·. ·~,,- ·"-"'" .,~ ...... -:.•·. ·:· .·-,-, ··,·'.-·- .- ·-, ~wr 
Quote of the Week: 
"The tragedy is not the brutality of the bad people but the silence of the good people. " 
-Martin Luther King Jr. 
Photograph of the Earth provided by the Complex Systems Research 
Center of the Institute for the Study of Earth, Oceans, and Space. 
An Environmental Page? 
By David Posada 
Welcome to the first weekly 
Environmental Page. The idea for . 
this project came from members · 
of the UNH Earth Day Coalition 
who areworking to increase envi-
ronmental awareness at this Uni-
versity. Many people have recog-
nized that environmental prob-
lems will be a major priority in the 
upcoming years, but are at a loss 
for what they can do. The purpose 
of this page is not to reproduce the 
litanyofenvironmentalcrises, but 
to highlight some of issues that 
touch our lives · and address the 
positive ways that we can affect 
them. 
The solutions will not be 
found in a list of "Do' sand Don' ts" 
either. Manyoftheproblemssuch 
as over flowing landfills, water 
shortages, or high gasoline con-
sumption arise from our personal 
habits and lifestyles. If we work to 
change our attitudes and not just 
government policy, we can treat 
the ,causes and not just the symp-
toms of these problems. 
Attitudes and values don't 
change overnight, but evidence of 
a growing environmental aware-
ness can be found throughout our 
society . . Recycling programs are 
taking root around the country, 
some progress has been made to 
· reduce our production of solid 
waste and greenhouse gases, and 
public outcry has put pressure on 
the the destroyers of the tropical 
rainforests . . 
Earth Day 1990 is a response 
to the growing concern evident 
today and will provide the impe-
tus for a surge of environmental 
activism in the nineties. It is a 
chance to focus people's attention 
on the central ecological issues, 
and promote the attitudes that will 
help make the necessary changes. 
Earth Day is not just an event to 
celebrate, but is also a vehicle for 
social change. 
Sincevaluesand attitudes are 
based on subjective viewpoints 
and not empirical facts, we would 
like this page to be a forum for the ' 
discussion of environmental is-
·sues. Wehaveseentheinterestfor 
such a forum throughout the 
campus, and have noticed the 
incredible number of untapped 
educational resources and un-
voiced opinions. In order to make 
the most of these resources and· 
bring out these viewpoints; we 
would encourage peopk to con-
tribute articles and share their · 
opinions. Please submit any ma-
terials or comments to the Earth 
Day Coalition mailbox in the Stu-
dent Activities Programming Of-
fice,MUB room 126, or to the Earth 
Day office in room 13, Nesmith 
Hall. 
-"If you don't like the 
news, go out and make 
some of your own " 
-Timothy Leary 
, Writing Letters .Can Change 
Public Policy ~ 
iltltJJ!IIII 
By Joel Claus 
Have you ever wanted to 
voice your opinion on nuclear 
power without having to attend a 
hearing, rally or protest? Are you 
concerned about the federal 
government's use of our national 
forests? Would you iike to see 
more stringent laws concerning 
chemicafand pesticide use in fruits 
and vegetables? You may think 
that you have no control over 
many of these issues. The truth is, 
you can make a difference by 
sending letters to a government . 
agency or any public official on 
the national, state or local level. 
. Letters are important to 
elected officials. Staff members 
will read letters, record the posi-
tions given on an issue, report the 
results to their boss, and answer 
every letter. Without such input, 
elected officials have little infor-
mation on which to base their 
decisions. If you are interested in 
writing a letter to an official con-
cerning any issue, the following 
tips, provided by Chad Hender-
son (NOLS Newsletter Oct. 1989) 
will help to make your letter as 
effective as possible. 
1. State the issue you wish 
to address in the first or second 
sentence. Then, state your posi-
tion on the issue with your rea-
sons for taking that stand and 
finish with the action you would 
like the official to take. 
2. Organization is im por-
tant. Be concise and specific, and 
deal only with the issue at hand. If 
a bill is involved, state it's num-
'ber. 
3. Give yourself plenty, of 
time when writing about an issue. 
For instance, if you are writing 
about a particular. bill, your letter 
will be more effective if your letter 
is received while the bill is still in 
the committee stage. 
4. Be polite and address the 
official correctly. Elected officials 
sho:uld be addressed as "The 
Honorable 
5. Letters to officials are 
more effective if you are a 
constituent. When writing to an 
out of state official, you may wish 
to use a local address. For ex-
ample, if you are a UNH student, 
but not a resident of New Hamp-
shire, you should use· your local 
address when writing to N .H. 
officials. Staff members rarely 
· check voting rolls. 
6. Your return address 
should be written on the letter 
itself. Officials cannot respond 
without your address, and agen-
cies may put you on their mailing 
list. 
7. Writing a letter in sup-
port of an official's or ·agency's 
stance -is also a good .idea. They 
like to know when you agree with 
them. 
8. If you have friends who 
agree with you on an issue, en-
.. courage them to write as well. The 
more letters an official receives 
concerning your side of the issue, 
the better your chances are of 
succeeding. 
9. If you are writing to a 
particular agency, try to address 
the department within the agency 
which deals with the issue. · Re-
member, be as specific as possible. 
Letterhead Format: 
The Honorable ___ _ 
United States Senate 
Washington~ DC 20510 
Dear Senator ____ _ 
The names and addresses of 
many local, state and national 
officials and agencies can be found 
in your phone book. Here are the 
addresses of your congressional 
delegates: 
Mailing Addresses: 
· Senator ___ _ _ _ 
U.S. Senate 
Washington, D.C. 20510 
Represenative _____ _ 
U.S. House of Represenatives 
Washington, DC 20515 
rro benefit tlie · 'll'fi[:J-{ 'E,artli 
) 1Jay Coalition: .rJ 
Wed., 













The Blues ... Rock ... Funk ... Jazz ... Band 
from Burlington, Vermont [j 
*BUY YOUR TICKETS NOW , 
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Sununu: environmental · defender. (Ha.) 
[l)ave you heard the very far-fetched rumor that 
John Sununu has an 1.Q. 'of 170? Thaes pretty high, 
especially for any big slob from New Hampshire. In any 
event, if he has got it, it doesn't do him much good anyway. 
The man has never had full control of his mental fadlities. 
That would be OK if his only job was bouncing grandkids 
up and down on his-lap. But unfortunately, it isn't. New 
Hampshire residents can now revel in the joy of seeing 
their former governor defy common sense and reason in 
his attempt to act as chief of staff for big George. Funny, 
isn't it? Not really. 
Sununu has always been a staµnch supporter of the 
environment. Just take a gander at the captivating Seab-
rook nuclear power plant gracing the crowded shores of 
the Atlantic just a few miles from UNH. And lest it be 
forgotten that it was Sununu who noted that instead of 
concentrating on "the bulk of the oil that was kept on the 
ship", journalists sure had a lot of nerve .to focus on only 
the crude sludge that had actually poured out the huge 
hole in the side of the Exxon Valdez last March. 
Now Sununu has appointed himself as savior to both 
President Bush and EPA Admini~trator William Reilly, in 
an effort to prevent them from being led "astray by ex-
tremists within the environmental agency." Hey. Sununu 
is a mechanical engineer. He was a professor at Tufts. This 
could be easily-summarized in a handy equation: Sununu 
= God (or communicatively, God= Sununu),. Greenhouse 
effect? Sununu knows all about it. (Hey! The guy has read 
a couple of articles on the subject.) Granted, Sununu might 
know a few more things about calculus than your average 
Joe, but he's no expert on the Greenhouse effect. (Sssshhhh! · 
Be quiet. Don't tell George "Mr. Environmental President" 
Bush that!) 
"But George! Wait!" Sununu tells his biggest and best 
buddy. ''Before you commit hordes of money to solving 
this so-called problem of global warming, listen! Repeat 
after me! There is no problem." Sununu, always the 
scientist, has decided that the recent research doesn't 
prove much. According to a recent New York Times article, 
"The chief of staff loves to 'strut his stuff ... and he can do 
that in scientific areas .. .Sununu enjoys nothing more than 
using his engineering and computer expertise to 'go into 
orbit,' debunking the predictions of imperfect computer 
models that forecast a severe threat from global warming." 
Yes, America's biggest computer geek is in heaven .. 
.and best of all, the President of the United States is actually 
listening to him. After all, Sununu says, "We're not ready 
to play the game of you-bet-the-world-economy. We're 
not ready to make big, big, decisions." Why waste money 
to help the environment today, when in a few years from 
• 
now,Sununu's big secret plan will oometo fruition ... all on 
its own? By then, enough.glacial icecaps will have melted 
to raise coastal waters right over the main reactor of Seab-
rook. (Hee hee hee, Sununu chuckles as he turns out the 
light every night.) 
Sununu doesn't like to listen. Environmental groups 
. have recently complained that Bush's "promises to protect 
the environment are being undercut by his chief of staff, 
John Sununu." In addition to virtually ignoring the green-
house effect, Sununu has intervened to weaken Admini-
stration policies for dealing with wetlands protection and 
legislation to strengthen the Clean Air Act in ways that not 
only adversely affected the environment, but also broken 
pledges that Bush has made to the American public. 
Too bad Sununu didn't leave New Hampshire to go 
str~ight back to Tufts; perhaps another pr9fessor could · 
have explained the greenhouse effect and other environ-
mental concerns in a way John could understand. Guess 
it's a bit late for that. 
And then there's the rumor that B~sh actually picked 
Sununu as chief of staff "because his name rhymes with 
deep-doo-doo ... " 
Terri Danisevich 
News Editor 
_. __ ..._ 
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Ch •. t • Science Sentinei, a weekly publi- interested to know which of the F • UNH forming me that a female UNH rlS lafi cation including verified testimo- womenteachingthecourseinany Ine student h~d found my wallet on Science is OK niesofhealirigsanwellasarticles way resembles the image that students ~he floor of the store and had 
To the Editor: on Christian Science, or attend a appeared in your cartoon. I cer- To the Editor: turned it in to the desk. Unfortu-
The recent editorial concern-:- church service to which all are tainlycanfindnosimilaritytoany About .a week ago I arrive natelyshedidnotleavehername. 
ing the Glaser case appalled me welcome. of them. , home oil Riverview ·Road after As;a UNH grad in the class of 
withitsblat~ntignoranceofChris- No one will argue that the Maybe I should clarify what makingacoupleofshoppingstops · 1940 and a former USNH trustee, 
death of the Glaser's son was a feminism and Women's Studies is · h f D h u I am proud of the action of this tian Science and.its doctrines. Re- m t e town o ur am. pon truly unfortunate event. I think it all about. You seem to be under k" ff · k I student, and I believe it indicates gardless of the author's personal ta mg o my Jae et, was most feelings to~ard the Glaser's ac- is, however, unfair to say that the the impression that women are unhappy to discover that some- the high caliber of student attend-
Glasers felt their son's condition out to dominate and trample men, h • I ing UNH today Inasmuch as 1 tions, he or she should have taken w ere m town, had lost my · · -the time to become acquainted was _ not "serious enough to war- to "inherit the earth," as you put it. wallet. Although the wallet con- can not thank her personally, I can 
with and understand what Chris- rant medical attention". I believe People (men included) who advo- tained only thirty-five ($35) dol- only hope that" she reads this let-
tian Science is all about before that the Glasers did what they cate Women's equal rights want 'lars in cash, it also contained im- ter. Onherbehalf,Icongratulatea 
making a judgment and calling though best for him with as much just that - equal rights. Just be.,. portant credit cards, a driving Ii- student body that compares fa-
their beliefs "foolish". loveandasanyotherparents. For cause women are tired of being cense, and several personal items vorably with any student body in 
The complexities of Christian those who wish to condemn them paid less, working more and being which could not be replaced. the country! 
Science, like any other religion, for following their religious be- looked down upon and d-iscrimi- A short time later I received a 
would take pages to even outline, liefs, might I remind them of the nated against in many situations telephone call from the courtesy Sincerely, 
but I feel I must confront the senseless persecution of the Jews does not mean that we want to desk at Martin's Supermarket in- A.T. "Jim" Hatch 
during the Holocaust. Please also punish men. We also do not want l■.'!■.■.'!'!'!'!'!'!'!'!'!'!'!'!■.'!'!■.'!'!'!'!'!'!'!'!'!'!'!-.--.-.--.-.--.---.---.---.----common misconceptions included 
in this editorial. First of all, treat..: 
ment through Christian Science 
prayer is not 'doing nothing', 
neglecting or ignoring the prob-
lem. Neither is prayer asking that 
"the skies will part, the ground 
will shake" or for any other so-
called miracle. Christian Scien-
tists ~tudy and pray for under-
standing of God and man's rela-
tionship to Him. It is through this · 
understanding that Christian Sci- -
entists are healed, instead . of 
medical treatment. Christian Sci-. 
ence practitioners, not "healers" 
as the article called them, can be 
employed to aid in prayer. Trained 
Christian Science nurses can be 
employed for those who need 
special care. Should a person or 
family feel the need of medical 
aid, including dental and optical 
i:are, they are not looked down 
upon or shunned in any way. For 
those who wish to make informed, 
intelligent judgment, I suggest 
reading Science and Health with 
Key to the Scriptures written by 
the founder of Christian Science, 
MaryBakerEddy. Onemigrtalso 
pick up ?- copy of the Christian 
:::::.~~:i:::~~~=~~: ~::~i~~:,~%~~~~:~c~!: ii~, I tPf Jf ff1,P9Plllli~[!lta1!1 
due to neglect and malpractice Being treated as · equals to men 
there. In comparison, the number while keeping our own individu-
of children which die while being ality as females is the aim. 
treated in Christian Science is in- Women's Studies is not a 
finitesimal. Loving parents wish · man-bashing session. We do not 
to protect and care for their chil- learn of ways to insult men in our 
dren, the Glasers and thousands "chauvinist/ feminist dictionar-
of others choose to rely on Chris- ies." Just ask the men in our class. 
tian Science, can one law truly Wetakethecoursemerelytolearn 




To The Editor: 
I have some comments to 
make concerning the University 
Comics section. 
First of all, I'd like to address 
Kurt E. Krebs' February 20, 1990 
"Superguy." Kurt, what is this 
cartoon based on? Have you taken 
a Women's Studies class? Or is it 
women have been discriminated 
against and what steps both sexes 
can take to bring about equality: 
Your cartoon, on the other hand, 
seems to be bashing women. 
Secondly, I don not find any 
humor in the "torture girdle" from 
February 16, 1990's New Hamp-
shire. or in the "Liposuction Hut" 
in February 20th's issue. Aren't 
there enough people, women in 
. particular, with awful self-image::, 
and eating disorders? Is it really 
necessary to belittle this serious 
problem or to add to the myth that 
the only attractive woman is a tall, 
BOB DURLING, Editor-in-Chief 
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based on assumptions and pre-
sumptions on your part. If you 
have taken the class I'd be really 
Cartoonists ~ 
incr_edibly thin one? Jett Horris On The Spot Editor 
Jena DelPrete 
Assistant Business Mgr. 










Ellen Harris Amy Antonucci -
John Hirtle 
Kurt Krebs 
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Going back to school 
·n was in the supermarket recently and the for-
mer chairman of the town scholarship committee, a 
committee I held a seat oh till last year, asked me what 
I was "doing" now. I hesitated a moment and replied, 
"I'm going to school." "Another degree?" he asked. 
"No, finishing one up," I stated as I tossed another loaf 
of bread into the basket and moved on. 
Finishing one up, indeed! The last effort I'd 
put into formal education was some night courses over 
eighteen years ago and those were after an absence of 
, ten years since high school graduation. 
· I was one of those people that felt innate 
intelligence coupled with a desire to achieve was all 
that was ·necessary to -inake it in the world; another 
Horatio Alger story in the making. 
Through the_ years I was no stranger to success 
in business and for a time pride and ego conspired to 
enforcemyopinion that higher education was great for 
those that Were so inclined but I certainly could do 
without it. Wasn't I the fellow that employed MBA's, 
CPA' s, and Engineering graduates and taught them the 
ways to put their degrees to work in the .real world? l 
had no quarrel with those who had managed to pa-
tiently pursue an education. I understood their notion 
that it would stand them in good stead as they went off 
to make a living; certainly l'd.see_n overwhelming evi-
dence to support their views, but I was different. So I 
was. As my contemporaries and former employees 
pursued their dreams and made steady advances in 
their business endeavors I seemed to stagnate, loose 
interest~ and was plagued by boredomand the continu- _ 
ous search for new challenges before having squarely 
met those I was confronted with. · 
--Pla.g.ued by the growing conviction ,that my 
philosophy 'of self sufficiency had failed I began to take 
an honest self appraisal. I felt that perhaps I should 
c<:>nsider returning to school and trying to discipline 
l 
by_ Frank Whitty 
myself to a p_atient and systematic pursuit of an educa-
tion. 
Applying to U.N.H. required me to lift the 
curtain on my past. It was painful to read the high 
school transcript I had to send for: the memories, now 
almost thirty years old, were not ones I looked on with 
fondness. The three headed demon of fear, doubt, and 
insecurity showed itself and I almost abandoned my 
pursuit. I resolved to overcome this prideful self doubt 
and persevere. After my initial interviews I sent in my 
completed application and waited for a response. The 
days wore on and I must admit my anxiety increased. 
Emotion overca:rne intellect and my impetuosity al-
most had me on the phone to solicit the decision. I 
resigned myself to the wait and a letter of acceptance 
shortly arrived. Now what have I gotten myself into? 
Who'll pay the bills while Igo to school?-What if I can't 
do the work? I'm a grandfather! I'm forty-six years old. 
Most of my children are older than my classmates will 
be. You're crazy Frank. You're "Toad", and U.N.H. is 
a new "motorcar"! 
I have pictures in the family album of my four 
children going off for their first days of school. I 
sympathized with them and tried to allay their feai;s as 
off they went into this strange new world, away from 
the comfort of home and hearth. My first day in 
kindergarten, some four decades ago, isn't even a 
memory but my first day at U.N.H. will forever stand 
out as one of those times when this man had to come to 
grips with that little boy within. I'm so grateful for the 
fine, understanding staff of the Commuter Transfer 
Center, they made it easy for me to share my apprehen-
sion and a·sk for their guidance. Heading off to my class 
that first morning helped me empathize with my chil-
dren and understand the feelipgs they niust have had 
as that big yellow bus pulled up for the first time. 
Now I've been at it for a short while and those 
feelings of being different and out of place have de-
serted me; I feel as comfortable in the classroom. as· I 
once did in the boardroom. People ask me how I like it? 
I love it! Besides being educational it's stimulating, 
challenging, exciting, and fun. One classmate, a junior -
I believe, commented on my enthusiasm and wished 
he shared my feelings; I guess it must show. Another 
asked how I survived the rigors of a one and a half hour, 
twice daily commute and four classes a day on top of 
that. Heck that's not so bad. I can remember many 
days, in fact many days in a row, when I would be up 
at 5 a.m. making sure the trucks were ready for my con-
struction crews, driving over an hour to be at a job site 
by 7, working till 4 p.m. and returning to my office, 
having a quick dinner with the family, back to the office 
for a few hours of phone calls and administrative work, 
working till _after midnight on a set of blueprints or a 
complex estimate, home and into bed and up again at 
five to start the routine again. I never got two hours off 
in the middle o{ the day as I now do between classes, 
sitting at home after dinner with the family and then 
reading an assignment or working on a report is a joy 
not a -trial. If I can maintain half the level of my current 
enthusiasmlknowthatdown whateverroadmyclasses 
at U.N.H. may someday lead me, I will be better 
equipped to handle those challenges. My good wife --~ 
asked me what it was like to go to school on my 
appointed days and the first analogy that came to mind 
was a scene from the movie Who Framed Roger Rabbit. 
Each day I go on campus is like driving through the 
tunnel and passing through that imaginary gate ~vhere 
the sun is bright: music is playing, and everything is 
fun and exciting. 
Frank Whitty is a student at UNH. 
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Get ready to fly for only $118 roundtrip-twice. Choose from many of the 
more than 180 Northwest Airlines cities in the 48 contiguous United States. You're part of a special group 
of people. . 
An American Express company 
Exclusive discounts, articles, profiles 
.. . American Express®Card CONNECTIONS is the 
· magdzint desigm;d espef:iallyf.or studmts., 
If something you just bought is accidentally 
damaged, lost or stolen-no problem. just about 
i everything you buy with the Card is protected. 
Acceptance is 
easier now, while 
you're in school, 
than it ever will be again. 
To apply, all 
you have to do is call. 
_APPLY NOW: 
Day or night, 
we're here to answer 
questions or 
help you in an 
emergency. 
1-800-446-5389 
So we've created special 
privileges with you in mind. 
The tough assignments and long 
nights of college will soon pay off. 
In fact, they already have. 
As a student with a bright 
. future, you're eligible for American 
Express® Cardmembership now. 
You see, we believe in your potential. 
That's why we've made it easier 
· for you to qualify for the Card on 
your own, even if you don't have a job. 
And by becoming a Cardmem-
ber now, you can take advantage 
of the exclusive Northwest student 
travel privilege pictured here. 
· The fact is, we've added special 
student benefits like these because 
we're dedicated to serving our 
Cardmembers. 
So apply now. About six weeks 
after the Card arrives, you'll receive 
your Northwest travel certificates:~ 
Call today. We' re looking for-
ward to welcoming one of our most 
important Cardmembers. You. 




*If you are already a student American Express Cardmember and have a que; tion on this program, please send your written question, a copy of your student ID and class schedule to: American Expres-s, P.O. Box 35029, Attn: 
Student Marketing, Greensboro, NC 27425. Fare is for roundtrip travel on Northwest Airlines. Tickets must be purchased within 24 hours after making reservations. Fares are non-refundable and no itinerary changes may 
be made after purchase. Seats at this fare are limited and may not always be available when you call. Travel must originate by certificate expiration date and be completed within 60 days of that date. Travel may not be 
available between cities to which Northwest does not have published routings. City fuel surcharges not included in fare from Boston ($2.50), Chicago ($5.00), Denver ($2.00) and Florida cities ($2.00). Certain blackout dates 
and other restrictions may apply. For complete offer details, call l-800-446-,5389. © 1990 American Express Travel Related Services Company, Inc. 
THE AMERICAN EXPRESS~ CARD. FOR STUDENTS MORE THAN EVER. 
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INTERNSHIPS 
FOR ALL MAJORS IN WASHINGTON, D.C. 
-As a -Washington Center intern ( or academic 
seminar student), you can get ahead. You'll have · 
the .chance to try out what you've been reading 
about, gaining experience while you work in your · 
chosen field. Y~u'll be earning college credit and 
meeting important people- all in the busy heart of 
the nation's capitol, Washington, D.C. 
The Washington·center can arrange internships in 
almost every field imaginable, so whether your're 
in the Arts or Zoology, Communications or 
Computers, we can find something to interest you. 
We also .offer exciting and enlighting two and three 




For Intern.ships and 
Academic Smtinars 
, The _Washington Center. Give us a call; we have 
something good to tell you. 
Helping over 14,000 college students for (he 
· past fifteen years. 
Save 
on Balfour Gold College Rings. 
For a limited time, it's open season on savings on 
gold college rings by Balfour. Choose your favorite 
style at some very rare prices and help save an 
· endangered species-your dollars. Hurry now, 
before this offer becomes extinct. 
~ . ·· ·.· ' . . . . . 
. The Award W1nn1ng 
Granite 
' 
-is now looking to fill the positions of 
EDITOR .. IN .. CHIEF 
& 
BUSINESS MANAGER 
(other positions as well) 
-Please stop by Room 125-MUB _ and pick up an application. 
Feel free to come by and ask questions or call 862-1599 . 
Ask for Kristen. 
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Naked Debauchery, Collegiate-Style 
--- . 
flockwise f~om right: Jaso~ \Yilli~rils, Chris Downing, S~~ven Trnmbly, Joe Power. TheP~~ik Belly Wipeoutz.-
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t . 
· lk 1. -1 th h th. n·c.'\' ·'r 1 • . ,.,11·.,c thi·s Sn .... re dr m ouslv, thcv ore o goc>d time. How fore Young Drive, [ went to see o sva · near ya rn1 c roug e c c" ✓- • " - u , , , , , , . . ou.rin rain. Now the stand, bass, and guitartactlesslyconceal else can yo_u get four young me_n PetcrShcr_vvood sseniorproicctat P , ,8 . . r . y · h h • . . · ,. ~ from Mernmack to take off their Hennessey Theatre. It was a well-an~Jous as sheep, before the keg. I t e t ree rnst:ru~Emtaiist::,:· and _a clothes and scrawl · words like performed .rendition of Harold arfr-'packed in with them, driven l~rge yellodw hsml1leyd-f~ce fr~sbee_ is "Potato" jn black ink across their Pinter's play, The Collection: At into the corner with a cup in my ti~daroun t ~ e~ singer s_wa~st_ bodies? I don't know. They don't the ·end"of the eight o'clock per- . hand. No one meets my eye, not with ,a £t:azzled piece of ~wmeJ· I hive a real serious intent, hµt that formance Peter shouted "Hit it for yery long. One of us, embaras- si:nirk. a·s the -nor'm~lly homopho- shouldn't be-----treated as a fault. Trevqr." The piano sounded, and sed, will always look awar, Why bic boys push the1~, way to th; They still manage to give you a hebegansingingto\helaughter.of am I here, at this party without a front of the crowd, J uSt to see. loud noise of their own, as well as the audience: ''The record shows/ purpose? Why is anyone here? ButI'vegottochangemyattitude, an exciting (if uninspired) cover I've suffered blows/ but I did it Everytlifag I have ev_er sa_ id a_ bout I've got to c_ hange my thoughts. I II my way." It was wonderful, hi' -_ of the Sex Pistols' "Pretty Vacant . people not commumcatmg 1s ep- manage bnefl~. . . If you want a good, danceable larious, and climactic, and it itomized ip this cellar. The walls ThePmkBellyWipeout~ partyband thenexttimeyouthrow moved me. I'm sensitive to the are wet with breath, and there is a are a lot of fun. Simple, deep bass · a bash, then . The Pink Belly fact that we in the stalls are never roar of meaningless words. I can't lines are joined withequallysirnple Wipeoutzareyourmen. Of course, aw~rded such chances, to sing to get drunk; that would be too easy. P?wer chords and ro~~in' beats to there are a lot of excellent local the world a semi-swan song. And · I must stay sober and watch and give you an entertammg garage bands, and many with a more so as the curtain falls, and as you learn. So much wisdom is borne of sound for the party of your choice. serious (but no less fun) attitude. · move on, I wish you all the luck in this stupidity. The lyrics are 10st in the poorly- Take Ko~ova Republike, for in- life, Peter, all the luck in every-It's 10:30. Tt1e band mixed P.A., but I get the feeling h · od thing·; ''The balcony fool was me, P that that doesn't matter, for I can stance; t ey are quite go even comes on. They are called ink . when fully clothed. (A select few afool..." Goodbye,andGo~speed. BellyWipeoutzandtheyarenaked. make out the opening, anthemic 
'' ·· How else can you get four young 
men from 
Merrimack to take 
off their clothes 
and scrawl words 
like 'potato' across 
their bodies? . I 
don't know._ 
. . ~ ---,~-~ "'; 
. >. -
The Niche Makes It. Good 
By Philip Fujawa Jr. 
In a world made ~p of $6 
movie admission prices and a less 
than overflowing entertainment 
calendar, The Niche continues to 
shine out as one of the few good, 
cheap places to keep one's self oc-
cupied on a Friday night at UNH. 
served acts that I have seen here before but a version of" All Along-=the Watchtower" in 
were no less entertaining. alternate tuning. The forceful, almost fren-
Hoppel' s flamb~yant, animated zied performance of this classic was an 
stage movements and energetic song de- impressive way to draw his act to its con- . 
livery made him a very exciting person to clusion. 
· ation on six string ~coustic alone. His play-
ing included styles from classical, to Chet 
Atkins' finger picking. While his voice was 
Jl}Ore than adequate it had to take a back 
seat to his guitar work. When he pu~ down 
his guitar and picked up his dobro he gave 
the audience a taste of old style blues served 
up in both finger-picked ·and slide styles. 
Unlikethelasttimel went, 
this time the basement 'room in 
Devine was packed. When I ar-
rived, the first performer, Andy 
Hoppet" }:lad already started. His 
· sqngs~lectionand stage antics were 
very di(f~-rent from the refined, re.-
·f .... -· 
watch. To say that he was well recieved by Harvey Reid took the stage next 
the audience would bean understatement. and before he said a word or played a single 
He offered a good mixture of originals and not you kriew something was up. The 
so~e covers that all had a contemporar,y . diversity of instruments that he had on 
fee_l. He h~d good ~on~rol . ov~r both his stage let you know that this wouldn't be an 
gmtar playing and_ smg1~g- H1~ perform~ act confined to one particular style. An 
anc~ was strong an~. vaned. His ~~ng s~- auto-harp, a do bro, six and twelve string 
lect1on served to build up to an_ex~1tmg ch- acoustic guitars, and a banjo were some of 
max. When he heard that his time was the weapons in his instrument arsenaL 
running oµt he decided to end his set with Rei_d showed a great deal of vari-
· Throughout the night Harvey Reid 
continued to pick up different'instruments 
and · entertain the audience in a variety of 
different ways. I 
Someone told me that my last 
Ni~he artkle may hav~ sounded like a press 
· .release. There is one simple way to explain 
this though. The Niche doesn't promise 
anything thatitdoesn'tdeliver. ~very week 
everything is •well organized, d~cently_ad-
vertised,a~d provides exactly w~~.tit\s-ay~, ·. '( 
a nice place to spend a Friday nifh,t, ',.,JA i 
#:- "-t'."f7'f ·'~:"t',>;tt ii}' 
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Nanci's Country Storm 
ByJ.W. Morss 
Just as Bonnie Raitt 
turned out to be Justice's belated 
beneficiary last week at the Gram-
. mys, so might an Irish transplant 
from Texas also turn out to be 
somebody; Only Once in a Very 
Blue Moon does an artist with a 
voice so angelic come along .. Nanci 
Griffith follows in an esteemed 
-line of female country singers: 
Patsy Cline, Loretta Lynn, and the 
Blue Kentucky Girl herself, Emmy-
lou Harris. She might also be one 
of the last Sweethearts of the 
Rodeo. This pale wisp of a gentle-
eyed . brunette might now be a 
Backseat Driver for America, but 
she's driving down the MOR for-
mat on her'late'.St .. release with the 
help of her pr~ducer, Glyn Johns. 
Storms is her eighth release in as 
Jnany years. 
Ms. Griffith's early re-
cordings for Philo can be catego-
rized as Folk. Her debut, Once in 
· a Very Blue lyfoon, revealed an art- , 
ist ·with a remarkably pure and 
mature voice. The restrained 
rhythms.accommodated the subtle . 
tones, creating a work light years 
removed from the arrhythmic 
debut by Joni Mitchell which is 
almosttoo painful to listen to. Her 
-last true Folk work was 1985'sPoet 
In My Window which evokes a 
warm timeless feeling like Jackson 
Browne's pre-Pretender work for 
Asylum 
Her follow-up, 1986's Last 
Of The True Believas, was a transi-
tional work, indicating a more 
C-1,mntrified direction. The work 
is an emotional contrast to its 
funereal predecessor (please note 
that a funereal work can com'.'ey 
warmth through a special intimacy 
with the listener). One look at the 
song titles is proof enough: "Love 
at the Five & Dime" and "Love's 
. Found A Shoulder" versus· "You 
Can't G~ Home Again" and 
"froubleWithRoses" forexample. 
The work was the first of several 
to b~ recorded and produced in 
Nashville with an assemblage of 
musicians, including Lyle Lovett 
on backing vocals. · 
For Sister." 1988's Little Love Af-
fairs was the quintessential soft 
(country) rock work. Other than 
"So Long Ago" sporting a nifty 
James Taylor-Jackson Browne riff, 
the songs drown in the syrupy 
instrumentation. 
Whether she's backed by 
the Gulf Coasters or the Blue Moon 
Orchestra, Nanci Griffith is a dis-
. arming, unas,suming presence 
· onstage. One Fair Summer Eve~ing 
captures this live qu~lity which is 
far removed from the brainy brag-
. gadocio of a Michelle Shocked or 
. TraceyCh~pl1'.lan. The tnstrumen-
tation is successfully pared down, 
lending an ethereal air to tunes 
like "Workin' In Corners" and ''I , 
Would Bring You Ireland." 
Ms. ~riffith was quoted 
in a recent Musician article as 
saying that Storms is an aural 
equivalentofOneFairSummerEve-
ning. I disagree. 
Her songs often sound 
muddled in ~ soup of synthesiz-
ers, or awkward because of dis-
tilled, tentative backing. This 
problem could be traced to· a new 
producer. I'm still surprised 
though, because Glyn .Johns -so 
successfully_ produced a young 
Joan Armatraqing in the late sev-
enties. I do feel the work is an 
obvious attempt to be commer-
ciallyappealing. Thelead-offtrack 
"I Don't Wanna Talk About Love" 
is LA listening Pop all the way. 
Nanci does her best Rickie Lee 
Jones impersonation for "Leaving 
The Harbor," while "You Made 
This Love A Teardrop;; and i1,is-
ten To The Radio" se~m catchy for 
catchiness' sake. 
Storms has its moments. 
"Drive-In Movies And Dashboard 
Lights" is a biographical, Carole 
King-ish number. _ Nanci's vocal 
phrasings O!). tJ-,e title cut and 
"Radio Fragile" are haunting. Her 
acoustic guitar is well-mixed and 
has never sounded better. The . 
highlight of the work is ,;It's A 
Hard Life Wherever You Go" 
which depicts despemte.sc~nes in 
Whole Lav·a Love 
By Sean Carroll 
Lava Love is easily une uf giventhedverallfcclof this album 
the most refreshingly silly bands to find that, it was produc~d by 
I've heard in quite a while. Let'sActive'sleaderandAgitpop's 
Coming from the Atlanta,part of producer, Mitch Easter. His influ-
"the Athens Sound Belt" this band ence is fairly obvious .. 
soundslikean 1updated sixties girl When I came to the sec-
group. Lead vocalist-Esta Hill has' ond track on the disc I was con-
the classic . little girl sound she vinced I would really like this 
sounds like a cross between Go album. I Dig, Yo_u· Dug is great, 
Gd s era Belinda Carlisle and Tracy has a kind of ~hrob to it that is the 
TracyofthePrimitives. Musically perfect contrast to Esta Hill's 
they tend towarq goofy rock. twelve year-old voice. Unfortu-
There are plenty of guitars and nately, this very much the best 
~rums, and a surfeit of cheesy track. Fromhereonin,Esta'svoice 
organ sounds, which lean toward starts to really grate on you. 
the southern psychedelic scene. Lyrically the album falls 
Lava Love sounds Lava Lamp somewhereperilouslyneartofluff. 
influenced'. It's hardly surprising SamplesongsareCaveman,("He's 
a Cav~man, Y@ah!") and What' 
Your ~ign ("What's Your Sig · 
)'eah!") · I've got nothing again 
silly or lighthearted bands, lik 
the Hoodoo Gurus or the B-52' 
The problem is that both of thes 
groups can, within the confines 
their style, really mix it up a bi 
· : Whole Lava Love is just to 
damned repetitive. The joke '• 
only funny for so long, and the 
you s~art to feel like you' re b 
bysitting a hyperactive child. Th· 
· is sad because none of the son 
arereallybad,jtistreallysilly. An 
one song taken on its own is fin 
· but the whole album is just wa 
By the ti~e of Lorie Star 
State of Mind (1987), the Nashville 
instrumentation tended to detract 
fr~m the strength of Ms. Griffith's 
songs. Some songs escaped un-
harmed, like ''From a Distance" 
and "Love In A Memory," . but 
others were irreparably maimed, 
e.g. I/Beacon Street" and "Sing.One 
., Belfast and Chicago. Truths don't 
have to be complex to be mean-
ingful, as can be heard in the re-




they'll know." Nanci Griffith is an 
important artist. I hope that she 
attains success, but I would be 
dejected if she attained it on the 
merits of this Work . 
. Check out the 
exclusive Spike 
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sru·o1O ROOMS FOR RENT 
Renovated and Furnished 
All Rooms with Kitchenettes 
Only a few rooms left. Call 868-2192 for information . 
Task Tip of the Week for Feb. 27th: 
If you review your notes within a day of 
having taken them you can remember 
up to 80% of what you learned. After 
only one day without review, you forget 
nearly 50% of what you learned. · 
SPRING. BREAK 
Special One-Week Course ~ 
"LE:lr~~ls-· ~ i I~ 
BARTENDING 
EARN EXTRA INCOME OR 
land a good summer job 
GET PROFESSIONAL TRAINING AT MASTER 
BARTENDER SCHOOL. IT'S EASY AND FUN. 
TEL. (603)659-3718 . 
Certificate Awarded - Day or Evening Classes - Easy 
Payment Plan - Convenient Parking - Flexible Schedules 
Free Refresher Course - Job Search Guidance 
10-14 Straffo-rd .Avenue, Durham, New H.amJ!shire 038 
Call or} MASTER BARTENDER SCHOOL 
Write . 84 MAIN STREET 
Today! NEWMARKET, NH 03857 






::* .. , ... 
~;: . 
. ::, · ONLY $749 
ONLY 2 SPACES 
LEFT --
:j: ,. * 
Trip includes: ·; .. . . " 
• .~ound trip airfare .!. 
• 7 nights lodging in' luxury condo•T• 
• 5 · oµt of 6 ski lift day pass *_ 
e A GUARANTEED GOOD TIME ,x. 
. :~!c 
, Fo;r more informcition call UNH Ski Club @ 
862-10.13 pr stop by t4e office at Rm. l lOA 







Week Of: February 28, 1990 
presented - Name: Jerry Bailey 
by: Sport: Swimming . 
HAYDEN 
S P O R T S 
38 Main Street 
Durham,NH 
03824 
For the second time this winter, Jerry 
Bailey wins the Hayden Sports Athlete 
of the Week. The junior from 
Greenland, NH was outstanding in 
leading the Wildcats.to~ solid 8th place 
finish among 16 teams at the New 
Englands last weekend at URI. Bailey 
was the fourth highest point scorer 
among all the competitors. He set a 
~chool record in the· 500 freestyle 
(4:37.9,8) with a third place finish. He 
joined Brian Kablik, Mike Dix and Gary 
. Bowser to set school records in the 400 
medley relay and the 200 medley relay. 
He was second in the 400 IM at 4:05.44, 
and his 200 backstroke time of 1 :54.04 
set records for UNH, the URI pool and 
New England. 
Look for the "Athlete of the Week" every 
Tuesday, QNL Yin The New Hampshire 
JfACKS ·HALL 
NOW WHAT'S- l::rOING: 
007> NEWS BOSS-f 
-HE. TOXIC WASTE' 
S 'DRAINING- AWAYf 
ND -1H1t NUCJ.Elt'R 
EACTOK HA~ FA 
SUPE'RGUY ~ 
-__ -THERE YOU 





D A NE 'fl DIRE 
LrrE? -.,;11r:_..:'io r -IT WHE.tv , 








BY _JOHN H1RTL£! 
FI Vi'DN'T KNOW AN'/ 
ETT£R1 :I'D SAY THA1 
' IS YY,1.S II CHEAP PLO 
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You left to make 
your mark 
Now come home for 
the same reason. 
At Nippon Motorola Ltd., we know the 
pride.you f~el in your American academic 
achievements, and-your .desire to apply 
your skills in a supportive environment 
when you return home. 
We are a wh.olly-owned subsidiary of 
Motorola Inc., one of the world's leading 
manufacturers of communication 
systems, semiconductor devices, 
automotive and industrial electrical com-
ponents, and information systems 
equipment. 
As one of Japan's most highly 
respected ~mer~can hig~_-tech ~om-
panies, our dynamic expansion means 
· we can offer Japanese students who have 
stud·ied in the U.S. a number of summer 
internships in the U.S. and Japan. Full-
time ca~eer opportunities in both 
technical.and non-technical positions 
are available at our Tokyo, Osaka, Sendai 
and Aizuwakamatsu facilities, and re-
quire superior Japanese communication 
skills, both written and spoken. 
For immediate con!;,ideration, com-
plete the coupon below or call collect 
(708) 576-7551. 
B $~ ~~-S-~9tt0■R~B, 
- ■ .i::■T~flllllUlllliRfl■■ I::-:>\. ,~ J!1::w L, < asm u 1::~v ,~~ ,1.;1i, 
-~"f < ~(7.)1.J- ~·.1::~1£!1'0..t~lllilri!\. lo . ·. ::r--~~----~~--:.------:-.~--, 
;- _. I . YES! l'm'int.;ested in pursui~g·a· fut~r~ i~::;~~an with M_~iorqla's w~olly ow.ned si'ibsidiary - Nippon I 
·:l '. Mo\or:ola Ltd., 1n the followang areas:· · -: I: ' ' :::: ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING ' :.:: SO~WARE ENGINEERi,NG ' ,. : SUPPORT '.'.PERSONNEL I ' I ' :.:: ACCOUNTING & FINANCE :.:: MISiCOMPUTER SCIE~CE ' I 
I NAME . - I ' . ,, I ADDRESS I --~ ~. ~ 1·~" ~IJ),', ,. -; -. .,: ! ' ,; . .,. ;·.{ , _:,._jTATE ___ : j _,r:._rZIP . '---, -· 1,· . _,,,-~, Pl_~1s,efill ~ut co~~n and mail 
: '." _iHQ~bfu111sE,~ - , ' ,r, :, .·· . ..:: . :: i. ,;,::, s::i:;~~~er-~ 
I scHooL .. .. ·' ---"----....;.....------,----- I International Staffing 
I EXPECTED-DATE OF GRADUATI_ON I I Motoroalnc. 
I 
DEGREE. ~ · '°'.'AJOR I CoUege Relations 
CITIZEN of. .. __ .v1sA • and TYPE------------ 1303 Algonquin,Rd. 
. t I Where did you " ! terid high scllool? Japan . U.S. Other __ I Schaumburg, IL 60~96. I ,,~,oppon""'\:,.,;;;,/ " ® MOTOROLA INC. I 
The Daily Commuter Puzzle 
ACROSS 
1 Cram down 
5 Praises 
10 ·Potato 
14 . Figure skating 
jump 
15 Concur 
16 Roll call word 
17 New birth ·, 
19 Facility . 
20 Mentally 
sol.ind 
. 21 Cummerbund 




32 Takes forcibly 
35 Cry of ', . 
su_rpr,ise 
36 Piles 
·: · 38 Turning 
. machine· 
3~ P.IEmc~ect. 
, hand ': 
41 Slumbeted 
43 Drizzle · 
/ 44 Pokei'i: stakes 
46 P'rying· ·person · 
48 High explosive · 
49 Movie of a 
kind 
51 Gives 





58 Of moderate 
· heat 













3 Lsolated h'm 
4 Dive , 
5 Linger 
. 6 Lifetime 
7 Coffee vessels 
8 Transfer .; •· 
~ picture 
9 Teeter-totter 
10 That woman 
1t Georgia 
12 - Minor 
13 Profound 
18 Stretch 
22 Throw .. 
25 Pastry ·· 
26 Closes 







35 At a gr~at , 
distance : 
37 Hoax 




47 Easily duped 
person 
- 50 Supply the 
· means · 









67 Ship weight 
68 Wooden 
pin 
9 V N S S 3 1 S 
VlVH 31NI · IH3 
1 V H 3 S 3 H 
S31 VH:J 
S 3 H S 3 1 
3S3 --,,,.+-,,e+e-,-+..,,,,. 1:JV NIH ___ SVl 
H V 1 3 d 3 
3 H O N V d 
3 N I 3 1 3 
S3H ...,,..............,....,......, N31 
V O V I H 3 V H 3 A 0 
3 3 H d O H S B H 3 H 
-□~-.m2Q@tf~151~ 
For Sale:1979 Honda Accord; $800 or . available. (603) 659-2655 ---------------- Call Sandy 862-2360 days or 868-5536 
B.O. Call between 6:30-9:00p.m., 749- _____________ The bitchin' broom ball queens of the _ev_e_s_. __________ _ 
5935 · lubricated ice posse in full effect are 
Ferarri red. Fischer RC4 SL Racing 
Skis. 200 cm ESS-V AR Proline 
bindings. Barely used. Very quick. 
Retail $575. Yours$325 BO: Steve 868- _ · 
3117. 
Executive Ranch for rent in ready to bust some balls ... No one else 
Soinersworth(20min.from UNH)3BR, will have such verbal forwards, and 
2 Bath, 2 car garage, FuJI applianced. delinquentdefendersasthebroomball Av<)tar Consignment Shop. Windy 
Knoll Village, 62 Portsmouth Ave., 
· Sfrathain , NH. Gowns, jewelry, 
collectibles, hand_icrafts,_ men's, 
women's, children's (in.fants-6x) 
Fireplaced living room, Full dry champions that we deserve to be ... 
GETTING MARRIED? Get a. brand dothing. Hours: Tuesday-Saturday: 
new wedding dress (worth $600) fo[ · · ,9:30-5, Thursday: 9:30-7 . · 
Basement. no smokers; Prefer older 
(mature) Grad. studentsiFaculty. 
$900/mo. plus utilities. Call (603)742-
0529, Evenings. · 
· $300 or B.O. Victorian style;:b~autiful ·· • · · - · · Newmarket 2 Bedroom. Third floor 
:~t10e~.aoov!rpw.wmo~.)~.n.~. s>_~~:nl~-:;i~5 al~;:~ ·'• n n •1m ~Ii iJ I') ;;:.:u:';!;,:.:~k:::Nb~::.i;,:~~~ 
• ■ • • 111• 1 ■ ■ ■ ■ • hot water, and low ·heat costs due to 
CASH FOR ' GOLD. The Gold . top floor. No pets, ·security deposit, 
Exchange will pay immediate cash for short or long term lease available. 603-
SAX FOR SALE. Bundy Alto Student your gold in any form. Also U.S. Silver 659
_
2655 





. Keep MAKE $1,000's WEEKLY. EARN ·w 
$500.00FOREVERYl00ENVELOPES Gordo-We'll miss you. Thanks for 
1980 Honda Wagon. Well-kept, runs 
great! 89,000mi. AM/FM cassette, new 
exhaust system, +more. $1,300or B.O. 
Karen 749-6.376 
For sale: Ladies off white CB Ski Jacket 
. and silver/ grey skipants, both size 
med. Used five times max., look new. 
$75forbothor$50jacketand$35pants. 
Call 8~-5222 after 4 pm 
FOR SALE 1979 OLDS CUTLASS 
WAGON. EXCELLENTCONDITION 
INSIDE & OUT. RUNS GREAT & 
HAS NEW BRAKES, EXHAUST, 
STEERING BOX. 1 OWNER. VERY 
WELL MAINTAINED AND 
RELIABLE. FULL ALPINE STEREON 
SYSTEM. ASKING $1600 - W / 
STEREO $1200 - W /OUT. CALL 
ALAN @ 862-7299 
FOR SALE: STEREO .EQUIPMENT 
SPEAKERS: POLK M7'S 100W $400 · 
POWER AMP: NIKKO ALPHA II 
200W PER CHANNEL, $400. CJ\LL 
ANDY 749-6761. 
Toyota Corolla 1980 inspectable needs 
work on rusty door. Best offer. 
Chrysler Plymouth scamp· 1976 good 
for parts, slant 6 engine in good shape. 
Best o{fer. 868-1646 
ATTENTION: STEREO Buffs. 
AD~OM GFA SSS High Current 
Power Amplifier 100W CHEAP. Call 
Rand at 868-1916 
Car Audio-Nakamichi Amp PA-200 
60W w / cable. 2 Boston Acoustics 
Speakers 175W. Sport Antenna. New 
$400+, ~ll for $330 868-6239 
Skis: Kastle RX-12 w/Solomon 747 
Bindings. Good condition & 203cm in 
length. Only $150.00 Contact Tuck at 
, ATO or stop by; #862-4720 
STUFFED!! SEND SELF ADRESSED the food. 
STAMPED ENVELOPE TO: "EASY 
MONEY" P.O. BOX64899,CHICAGO, 
IL. 60664-0899 
Have the holidays left your pockets 
empty? If so, we have part-time jobs 
available. Call 743-3261 for details. 
RESORTHOTELS,SUMMER CAMPS, 
CRUISELINES, & AMUSEMENT 
PARKS, NOW accepting applications 
for summer jobs and career positions. 
For Free information package and 
application; call National Collegiate 
Recreation Services on Hilton Head 
Island, South Carolina at 1-800-526-
0396. (9am-5pm EST. M-F) 
. A TIENTION- HIRING! Government 
jobs - your area. Many immediate 
openings without waiting list or test. 
$17,840-$69,485. Call 1-602-838-8885 
EXT. R18587 
ON-CAMPUS SALES REP-WEARE 
LOOKING FOR AN 
ENTREPRENEUR-TYPE, 
RESPONSIBLE STUDENT 
INTERESTED IN MAIKNG MONEY 
SELLING RAY-BAN SUNGLASSES. 
ONLY ENERGETIC, SERIOUS 
APPLICANTS SEND RESUME TO: 
KEVIN GREEN, C/O SOLAR SPECS 
COMPANY, 1173A SECOND A VE., 
STE. 155, NEW YORK, NEW YORK 
100?1. . 
"ATTENTION: EARN .MONEY 
READING BOOKS! $32,000/year 
income potential. Details. 1-602-838-
8885 Ext. Bk18587 
Think summer! Great opportunity 
available editing a majo1 magazine in 
Boston - full-time $$$$ call Field 
experience 862/1184 Job#89182A 
SOPHOMORE Electrical Engineer 
majors, here is your chance - part-
time job for semester 2! !! Call Carol 
(Field Experience) at: 862/1184 
Job,#89161 
FREE TUTORING!!! 
Confused? Need help? We tutor a 
wide variety of subjects at flexible 
hours. ~all Marston House at 862-
4428 
If it would make you happier, l' d be 
honored if you would throw a huge 
boulder through my windshield the 
next time I drive by a certain rift in 
Arizona, or well, just · a pot hole in 
Durham. From the brainless, bone-
headed, insensitive, idiot,_ loser, 
scumbag moron ... me. 
To whoever accidently picked up my 
hockey jacket at Sig Ep- my name is on 
the right sleeve. f'.lease either drop it 
off' at an Alpha Phi apartment, The 
New Hampshireoffice(MUB, rm. 151) 
or call me at 868-7208. No que~~i0n& 
asked. Thank you! 
HEl.P KEEP ABORTION SAFE AND 
LEGAL IN NEW HAMPSHIRE. 
COME TO THE STUDENTS FOR 
CHOICE MEETING MONDAY 
NIGHts AT 7:30 IN ROOM 42 OF 
HAM-SMITH. FOR MORE · INFO 
CALL PSN OFFICE ®862-1008 
If you are transfering to a new college 
next semester and want to make some 
quick cash contact Deb at 868-5629 
MeetingToday!Women'sRugby,new 
and old peoples welcome ... Today at 
5pm Hamilton Smith 214. We need 
you. You don't even have to be big and 
rugged. 
Treasure yout UNH memories w / a 
Balfour class ·ring. Come see them 
Thursday+ Friday from 10-3-MUB. 
CASH ...... . 
Got ideas fort-shirts? Turn them into 
money-low production cost. T-Shirts 
Plus 431-4355 
Kathy- are you really cold? 
Can't afford the tuition increase and 
need solution? Write to Rabb, Box 329, 
Gilsum, N .H. 03448. 
ADOPTION: Miracle wanted. Your 
BARTENDING - -Prepare for a good 
paying part-time or summer job. Easy 
and Fun! Evening courses. MASTER 
BARTENDINGSCHOOL,84MainSt., 
. New Market. Tel. 659-3718 
I don't think I've ever done anyt?ing 
as stupid, and hey, I've done some 
.· really really asinine things. Sorry. 
Andy, God-of-the-Six-String, Happle, 
Thanks for the performance!· See you 
a·t "Fiesta 1990." SHIC 
B- JUST REMEMBER - FOR EVERY 
DISGUSTING P.B. IN THE WORLD 
THERE'S AN AMAZING T.C.! -
SKIPPY 
.IIC evaluates markets & industry for 
future employment potential. 
International trade information, 
foreign brothers and import/ export in 
20 countries as well as other 
informations. SASE for list of 
information: IIC, Box 5128 Dept-1, 
Portsmouth, N.H. 03802-5128 
MORTAR BOARD MEETING! 
Wednesday (TOMORROW) 7:30 PM. 
Room 9, Floor A, Dimond Library. 
Bring your datebook for planning. 
YEARBOOK PHOTO will be taken. 
SlimandPigpen-doesanybodyreally 
know what time it is? Does anybody 
really care? Kelly and Krit - just say 
no! 
Kim ... Way. to go ... in Stowe!!!! 
FOR SALE: '7_9 VW Rabbit Diesel. 
Good Condition. ALWAYS STARTS. 
NEW STEREO. MUST SELL (FOR 
TUITION) Call 659-6196. 
FREE TUTORING!! 
Confused? Need help? We tutor a 
wide variety of subjects at flexible 
hours. Call Marston House at 862-
4428 
Balfour rings are the best! Find out for 
yourself at the MUB on March 1st and 
2nd from 10-3. 
Ishi-Is38 Byow' apartment number or 
your bra size? We'd like to know. 
Because boy, are you deceiving. 
Dawn Ducharme, 
HAPPY BIRTHDAY!! Did you get it 
out of your eye yet?! 
Terri is a big, big dummy. 
-Mr. Levin .. .l'm so glad you and Phil 
-Mahre became such good friends. It 
was great seeing him again this 
weekend. I know he was psyched to 
see you too. He told me ya know. He 
· was bummed he missed you on 
Sunday to ski though. He said he'd see 
you in Jackson. Baaaa, Baaaa, GOAT!! ATTENTION: GOVERNMENT 
SEIZED VEHICLES. FROM $100. 
Fords, Mercedes, Corvettes, Chevys. 
Surplus Buyers Guide. 1-602-838-8835 
EXT. A18587. 
Enjoy writing_/ photography? Wish to 
share cultural knowledge or 
international experiences with others? 
Become a staff member of the UNH 
International Newsletter - contact 
STUDENT DEVELOPMENT OFFICE, 
208 Huddleston Hall, 862-2050. 
precious baby will be cherished by our Mike -
Excellent condition SUBARU . 
STATION WAGON: Best 1984 GL-10 
in area, with spotless interior, no rust. 
Most options. $3295 firm. 868-5122. · ;'Love Boat" cruiseship jobs $300 to 
$900 weekly. No experience necessary. 
Come sail with us. 904-489-2635 
■iHmm• 
Vermont family. Your wishes matter. You're still the best little bro! I know 
802-766-2219 collect Nancy /Bill _ you'll be an even better big bro - stay 
What could be more fun than playing 
a sport where you can be mean, drink 
beers, sing obnoxious songs, and make 
your parents worry? I don't know but 
come and see. Meeting for women's 
rugby. Tues. the 27th at 5pm, HS 214 
Haven't you had some great times at 
UNH? Remember them always! Buy 
a Balfour class ring at the MUB from 
10-3 on March 1st and 2nd. 
psyched! Paula 
D.J.M.P. - How many keys do you 
have? " ... and stop calling me Shirley!" 
Signed, the one you spit in front of. 
If you are driving to FLORIDA over 
SPRING BREAK°andcan use someone 
to split the cost and driving then call 
me!r Boca Raton area is ideal but the 
border will do! Marc J 862-4143 or 868-
9740 
Keep your memories of college life 
close at hand with a Balfourring. Check 
· them out at the MUB on March 1st and 
2nd, from 10-3. 
To my LUSTFUL Kathy: Please tell 
. your sex fiendish roomates to keep 
thier noses out of_ our. HOT, Spicy, 
S~suous affair- ME 
. Feb 28th-
Sailing Team OPEN Meeting - rm#39 
in the Field House- 7:00 PM- Be There! 
IS FIVE MINUTES TOO MUCH TO 
ASK FOR SECURING 
REPRODUCTIVE RIGHTS? . COME 
TO THE STUDENTS FOR CHOICE 
BAKE SALE OUTSIDETHEMUB PUB 
MONDAY MORNING TO WRITE 
YOUR REPRESENTATIVE. 
Hey Nicki ~ num num nurn num ..... . 
CUCUMBER: 
I'M YOUR KIWI, MUSHY AND WET 
SEEKING . YOUR HOT AND 
PULSATING JET 
MY LOVE FOR YOU IS LIKE THE 
cx;:EAN 
Filled with intense emotion 
Yea, my sweet old cuke 
I do love thee ... 
Come and stay with me! 
17-
26 is not the only one deserving 
congrats; Two goals on Maine - Tres 
Bien! Give yo'?"self more credit, yes? 
Mike Desmarais: Still got those NFL 
sheets? 
There's no place like THE JUNGLE!! 
KF/LS ::.. 
The TRUTH~is ... 
They don't DARE to say anything, 
They only stare from that balcony 
thing. . 
We tried - Y eal.l? 
Rings Galore! Come see the Balfour 
Class Rings in the MUB-Thursday + 
Friday from 10-3. Long live UNH! 
. YELLEK and ARAL 
Season maybe over, but we can still · 
meet at D-hop late nights. Interesting 
sights arrive sometimes. SELUJ 
"Meatrovic" (??) ... 
Anyways ... As I recall last semester 
was the same. . . No show. -your 
roomie, too! "History" repeats itself. 
Purdy - Get rid of that chair! You're 
taking up too much room & your 
headphones are too loud! If you don't, 
no more head massage! -Squeaky _Feet 
Dave T .... I love you like a brother .... 
It's not the booze talkin' 
John-I hear you still have tellI)is elbow 
from the big game with Spike. I, 
fortunately, got to sleep in. I hope 
your sweater doesn't pill. We'll 
interview that wild controversial hero 
Ernest Borgnine next. - Laura. 
Terri Danisevich-Thanks for the quart 
of Sex on The Beach. It was so tasty. 'I 
want some more.-Me. 
DIVORCED? OVERWEIGHT? HA VE 
A FEW KIDS? You're my kind of gal! 
Call me. I mean it. --George. 743-6355. 
LAPHOS! MOST LIKELY COMING 
OUT FRIDAY! MOSTLIKEL Y EIGHT 
BOMBASTIC PAGES! MOST LIKELY 
THE HUMOR EXPERIENCE OF THE 
REPUBLICAN. ERA! 
BOOKS.. For Book collectors, 
researchers, or just plain Booklovers. I 
have books on New England, WWII, 
Civil War, Poetry, Biographies, Oassic · 
fiction, Arts and Science, etc. Send list 
of wants or needs to: John J. McMann,-
2 Collegewood Ave., Castanea, PA 
17745. 
Newmarket 2 bedroom. Ffrst floor, 
country location, full bath, laundrette, 
oil heat, panelled, plenty of parking, 
inP.lCOP.nsivP. ntHitiP.s. · No nP.ts._s_P.c.11ritv 
CASH FOR GOLD. The Gold WANTED - Females age 18-30, Honey, I'll cook tcmight. .-
. Exchange will pay immediate cash for ovcrweigh t, who would ·like to. fry ,a 
VOUTl?Oldinanvform. 743-0970 Efove . -new w~i~ht lo~~ tec~niaue _c9n,_~uctfd .. ~/..;.:_: -_.._,--, -. ---'---_-____ ..;._.,..;.,_ ....;,, -~_-,_._-.. ,-, .. --....... 
Caring twice mother will babysit for 
your child Daytime and evenings .. Rate 
negotiable. Call Neeru on 868-6228 
Professional Word Processing for your 
resume, reports, documentation, 
.manuscripts, thesis, etc. Experienced, 
efficient, reasonable rates, quick-
return. Call flash-Fingers (Janet Boyle), 
659-3578. 
Need something, but don'tknowwhat 
office at UNH can help you? Contact 
STUDENTDEVELOPMENTOFFICE, 
Room 208, Huddleston Hall, 862-2050. 
In a rut? Why not go on exchange to 
one of 90 other campuses in the 
country? Contact STUDENT 
DEVELOPMENT OFFICE, 208 
Huddleston hall, 862-2050. 
Do you know ways to meet foreign 
students? Contact STUDENT · 
DEVELOPMENT OFFICE, Room 208 
Huddleston Hall, 862-2050. 
Confused, need help? Not sure where 
to turn? Con tact STUDENT 
DEVELOPMENT OFFICE, Room 208 
Huddleston Hall, 862-2050. 
FINANCIAL AID GUARANTEED! If 
we can't get you financial aid we ~ll 
send you a $100.00 U.S. savings bond! 
(603) 357-9966 
Typing services, 19+ years of sec. exp.; 
reasonable rates; aillJ eannine Dube at 
603-267-6379 (home) or 603-225-1411 
(work) 
Little People's Center is now accepting 
applications for full-time + afternoon 
care. We prioritize low-income 
families. Call Wendy 868-5412. 
AUSTRALIA STUDY ABROAD One 
or Two Semesters. Summer Programs. 
PaidlntemshipsAvailable. Applynow 
for Summer + Fall 1990. For 
information on the BESTstudyabroad 







ID) ll lllIJl1 (! If ~ " JPi1<e~<e~; 
" IB1®1l IT 1l ce ]]]} ~ " CHECK US OUT NOW AT 
GlitlWMHiltlNT .· A. 
·s,,fft~WWibRE ;, 
32;Main· Street, Durham N.H. 
II Your One Stop Store ,, 




/ MAKE AN INVESTMENf IN THE RITTJRE. 
-YOURS AND THE EN\!IRONMENf'S. 
Most people are concerned abou.i th_e environment. At GZA, we're doing something about it. , 
As environmental spec1ahsts, we ~e involved _in the full spectrum of government and indus-
try pro1ects -:-- from wastewater disposal engmeenng, environmental permitting, hazardous. 
waste mv~shgahon and management, to the geotechrncal engineering, design and construe-
hon of buildings, dams, tunnels and airports. 
At GZA, we have a steadfast commitment to public h·ealth and.environmental integrity. In 
our progressive, mfor_mal atmosphere, we boast a participatory management style and over 
two decades of experience in all phases of environmental and geotechnical engineering. 
Come share the success w_ith a company that's_helping to make the world a cleaner place to 
live in. Bnng your talents to GZA - for the ultimate return on your educational investment. , 















GZA offers an excellent salary and compensation package. Be~efits include medical, dental 
audio, opt Kai and prescnpllon coverage, 401 k plan, EAP, life insurance, STD, LTD, and tuition 
reimbursement. Send resume to Anthony Triano at our corporate office, GZA, 320 Needham 
Street, Newton Upper Falls, MA 02164. 
GZ\ . 
. G O L D B E R G Z O I NO &. A S S O C I AT E·S 
A Divi~ion of GZA G~oenvironmental Technologies, Inc. 
Newton, MA :J Pmvidence, RID Manchester, NH D Portland, MED Vernon, CT D Trumbull, CT 
-L1voma, ~ID Grand Raptds, MID Buffalo, NY D Philadelphia, PA 
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··THURSDAY 7 and 9:30 
STRAFFORD- RM., MUB 
In The Adventures of Baron 
Munchausen, Monty Python·s 
Terry Gilliam creates a 
wonderfuly eccentric fantasy 
world for his spectacular new 
comic epic. 
Stars *: Robin Williams and 
John Neville 
'' . A Pythonesque 
fantasy with awesome 
special effects ... 
I . h. " tru y aston1s 1ng... . 
- Jack Kroll, 
NEWSWEEK 
'' . In the face of logic and 
reason, there is still a place 
. . t· " for 1mag1.na 100 ... 
-Sheila Benson, I.OS ANG ISLES TIMES 
. Students S l 
DUE TO SCHEDULING 
PROBLEMS 
·-•··_ TH.E AMERICAN FRIEND 
will play 
TUESDAY 7 and 9:30 
· STRAF_FORD RM., MUB 
We apologize for any 
inconvenience th.is may cause. 
· .  In The American Friendl 
Wenders has made a 
spellqinding existential thriller 
which moves from the docks of 
Homburg to the streets of New 
York. 
Non-Students ·s2 ,_ 
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Basketball stuffed again 
Big East's BC downs 'Cats, 85-57 
By Keith D. Rogers 
Despite Pat Manor's nine 
point charge and a 13-2 point 
spread in the first five minutes of 
play, the rnen"s basketball team 
dropped another one to Boston 
College, 85-57, at the Conte Forum 
Thursday night. 
The non-conference game 
again.st the Eagles displayed the 
different caliber of play between 
the North Atlantic Conference and 
the Big East. 
UNH continued to play well_ 
for the second five minutes of play, 
holding a 22-10 lead with 9:53 left 
in the first stanza due. The con-
tinuous positive shooting of Manor 
and two buckets by Keith Carpen-
ter pushed the 'Cats along.' 
At this point the Eagles finally 
woke up and went on a 25-4 tear, 
to take a 35-26 lead into the locker 
room at the half. The amazing run 
was keyed by the play of the Bos-
ton College reserves as they wore 
down the 'Cats with unrelenting 
defensive play and an overwhelm-
ing fast break. 
The' second half started out 
much the way the first half ended, 
in which the Eagles went on a 20-
3 run to go up by 26, 55-29, with 
10:51 to play. 
"They picked up the defen-
sive intensity and due to our lack 
of depth they just wore us down," 
said UNH Head Coach Jim Boylan. 
"We out rebounded them 17-10 in 
the first half. In the second· half 
they started to get the boards they 
didn't get in the first which was a 
good indicator of our tiredness." 
Pat Manor contir-med his fine 
shooting from the first half as he 
finished the contest with game 
high27 points behind 10-16 shoot-
ing from the field. 
Jeff Carr, who was academi-
cally ineligible for the first part of . 
the season, finished with nine ,... 
points for the .'Cats. 
BC'ssuperiordepth was quite 
evident in the final score as all }.2 
of their players scored at least four 
points. David Hinton was high 
man for the Eagles with 15. 
The Wildcats next game is 
Wednesday against the Boston 
University Terriors, who are cur-
rently on the top of the North 
Atlantic Conference standings. 
,----------------------~-------, Northeastern : . . Hockey East Standings . : 
continued from p. 28 1 1 
olden chances to 'tie the game but game. I Team Record Points 1 
failed. The'Catsdodgedabulletand I 1 BC 15 5 Q 30 I 
The UNH defensemen, which got a clutch goal from Bellegarde I • - - - I 
played aggressively for the first with six minutes left when Belle- 1 2. Maine 14-6-1 29 1 
half of the game, were trapped in garde took a feed from David 
their own end for most of the pe- Aiken and fired a 35 foot shot past I 3 p · d 11 7 3 25 I 
riodandthe'Catsdidnotmounta Hopkinsforthe5-3victory. · . I · rov1 ence - - I 
solid offensive shot until Jeff Thusthe'Catsstoodavictory 1 4. Boston U. · 11-7-2 24 I 
·Lazaro fired a shot from 30 feet away from fifth place in Hockey I I 
outwithsevenminutesleftinthe East. I 5. UNH 8-9-4 20 I 
- Providence 
· continued from p. 28 
golden chances to he the game but game. 
failed. · The 'Cats dodged a bullet and 
The UNH defensemen, which got,a clutch goal from Bellegarde 
played aggressively for the first with six minutes left when Belle-
half of the game, were trapped in garde took a feed from David 
their own end for most of the pe- Aiken and fired a 35 foot shot past 
riod and the 'Cats did not mount a Hopkins for the 5-3 victory. 
solid offensive shot until Jeff Thus the 'Cats stood a victory 
Lazaro. fired a shot from 30 feet away from fifth place in Hockey 
out with seven minutes left in the East. 
: . 6. N'eastern 9-10-2 20 : 
I 7. Lowell . 5-13-2 12 , I • 
I I 
1 8. Merrimack 2-18 4 1 
I Playoff Possibilities Today's ,games 
I I 
: *If BC beats/ties BU: BC at Boston University : • 
1 UNH at BU begins Friday Lowell at Merrima
ck 1 
I ~If BU beats BC: I 
I UNH at Providence begins Thursday · · · I 
~------------------------------~ 
. . ,, . 
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Hockey slaps in two over weekend 
Wins over Northeastern and Providence pull .'Cafs into•fifth in Hockey East 
By Brian Brady 
Jinx. What Jinx? The men's 
hockey team went to Matthews 
Arena in Boston Saturday night 
looking to battle their way into 
fifth place in flockey East and end 
a winless strea)<.at Northeastern 
that dated back to February, 1984. 
The iceman ended that fabled 
jinx and took a giant step towards 
attaining fifth place by riding the 
crest of a 42 save performance by 
Pat Szturm to beat the Huskies 5-3. 
The jinx appeared to be rear-
ing its ugly head early when 
Northeastern's Andy May tipped 
in a Keith Cyr shot from the point 
past Szturm for a 1-0 lead .just 26 
seconds into the contest. The 
Huskies domin,ated most of_ the 
play in the first frame, firing 19 
shots on Szturm and threatening 
to blow the 'Cats out of the build-
ing. 
The turning point in the pe-
riod and possibly the game came 
when the Huskies went on the 
power play with three minutes re- Jim McGrath mov~s in for the slug (Do.n Carlson photo). 
maining in the period. While hav- they were thoroughly dominated for a 4-1 UNH lead. 
ing the man advantage, NU fired with a lead. 
· ht 1 · h s Leading 4-1 and on the verge 
e1g c ose ranges ots on zturm "Sztur_m mad_e some great 
111 b 1 d f h A 1· of scoring a knockout of Hopkins 
a a e e or t e net. spraw mg saves in that first period," North-s d 11 h and the Huskies, UNH seemed to 
zturm_ manage to stop a t e eastern coach Don McKenney 
h d f h ff Nu, attempt to sit b_ack for the remain-s ots an oug t O s power said. "Oh! We should have had I ing 30 minutes of the game to let 
·Pay. three goais on that power play. Szturm hold off the Huskies. The 
MomentsafterUNHregained That was a turning point." · 
full h Ch · w· b k tentative play resulted in North-strengt , ns mnes ro e Flanagan pulled the puck out · N h I d eastern goals by Tom Bivona and 
m on ort . eastern goa ten er of a pile of players in front_ of the 
Sc H k. £ 1,ed h · 1 d Matt Saunders coming five min-ott op ms, aN as ot,circ e Northeastern net at 5:15 of the · d b- · H k" d utes apart during the final 10 
aroun a eaten op ms an period andflipped it into the net 
knocked a backhand into the net. minutes of the period. 
for his 12th goal of the season to The game began to take on 
Just 50 seconds later with 10 g1·ve the 'Cats a 3-1 lead.-Dav1"d the-look of the Northeastern vie-
seconds left in the period, the 'Cats MacIntyre and Riel Bellega_rde as-h h N h d c tory over UNH on January 24, a 
caug t t e ort eastern erense sisted on the goal. · · h J F1 · come from behind H uskie victory, 
nappmg agam w en oe anagan Senior Jeff Lazaro, who alt er-
k h for the first 15 minut,es of the third too t e puck beD,ind the Huskie nated between defense . and for- · 
net, circled to the front of the .net period. Northeastern's Brian Sul-
ward all night, took Flanagan's· livan and Harry Mews both had 
and stuffed the puck through lead and waltzed around the net 
Hopkinsfora 2-1 UNHlead. Thus just about. a minute -later and Northeastern, p.27 
UNHcameoutofa period.in which_ poked a backhand by Hopkins _ 
'Cats tie USA in OT, , 2-2 
Bye nets both goals for Lady 'Cats 
By Heather Grant' 
After three 20-minute peri-
ods and one five minute sudden 
death overtime, the final score 
remained 2-2 as the Lady 'Cats 
took on wl}atis supposed to be the 
best team in the nation. 
. The US National women's 
hockey team had a tough time 
against UNH _ as freshman Karyn 
Bye took control and forced two 
powerful slapshots~ past USA 
keeper Kelly Dyer, both in the first 
period. · 
The US team arrived in Dur-
ham last Saturday night after a 
tough loss to Northeastern in an 
exhibition match. In preparation ·· 
for the ECAC tournament, to be 
hel~ at Snively this weekend, the 
Lady 'Cats showed impressive 
skill in front of a large crowd at 
UNH. 
Bye, wh,o is second in scoring 
for the Wildcats, was able to speed 
through two defenders on her way 
to the right point. Once she had 
the open shot, Dyer had no chance 
as the puck slipped in between her 
outstretched glove and the post. 
. With only 27 seconds left to play 
in the first period, Bye again took 
_ the play to the right side, this time 
firing the_ puck past Oyer stick-
side. "" 
T~e UNH players dominated 
the action and were able to hold 
the US team at bay until halfway 
through the second period. It was 
then that USA defender Kelly 
O'Leary followed her own de-
flected shot and stuffed the puck 
past sophomore Laura Stiles to 
close the UNH lead to 2-1. · 
_After an exhilarating third 
period, with only a: few minutes 
-left, both teams seemed to fall back 
and accept the 2-1 score. With. 1 :37 
left in the game however, USA 
center Tina Cardinale slipped the 
puck past Stiles amid the confu-
sion of players in front of the net. 
It was tied up at 2.:.2 by the end of 
regulation and both teams· pa-
. tiently awaited the decision of the 
two coaches, who quickly decided 
to play the five minute OT. 
Both teams, although tired, 
put in full effort through sudden 
death. UNH was lucky enough to 
get a power play halfway through 
the period but USA keeper Shan-
. non ,Sweezy turned away every 
attempt by the Wildcats. The USA 
team outshot New Hampshire by 
a27-26 margin but it was clear that 
the Wildcats dominated their 
opponents. 
The UNH squad will face--
Northeas tern this Saturday at 
3p.m. in the first round of the 
ECAC tournament. , 
By Brian Brady 
Providence coach Mike 
McShane looked as if he had just 
completed a self-mutilation ses-
sion after watching his Friars get 
shutout by UNH goaltender Pat 
. Morrison, 3-0, Sunday night. 
Thoroughly convinced that 
~is team was better then UNH, 
he went about attempting .to 
explain why his high powered 
bunch of All-American hockey 
players went 0-1-2 in league 
games (1-1-2 overall) against the 
'Cats. , 
"I don'tthink we played that 
well tonight," Mc.Shane said. "I 
thought we outplayed them 
badly in threeofthegames. They 
seemed to click better tonight." 
Seemed to click better? 
That's it? Considering that 
Morrison's shutout was the first 
time the Friars have been shut-
out since January 3, 1987, ape-
riod of 125 games, one would 
think McShane would have bee11 
suitably humble and impressed 
with his opposition's perform-
ance. 
"They got, ·their goals on 
what we gave them," said 
McShane. "We were running 
around all night. They were more 
aggressive and they checked 
better." 
Facing an unspectacular 
sixth place finish on Hockey East 
with a loss and a much more 
satisfying fifth place finish (15-
15-5 overall, 8-9-4 HE) with a 
win, the 'Cats came out and · 
outchecked, outhustled and 
outplayed Providence for the 
victory. The victory gives the 
'Ca ts their best league finish since 
the 1984-84 season. 
Second period goals by David 
Aiken and Greg Klym gave the 'Cats 
all they would need to upend the 
Friars. Aiken scoted on a breaka-
way at 2:40 of the period. David 
MacIntyre as·sisted on the goal. 
Klym took a feed from Aiken who 
was parked to 'Providence goalten-
der Matt Merten' s right and 
· punched in his eighth goal of the 
season. 
· Jeff Lazaro added an empty 
net goal in the final minute of the 
game for the 3-0 victory. 
The victory marked the final 
home game for seniors Aiken, 
Lazarq,. Mark Johnson, Pat Szturm 
and Chris Grassie. · 
The story of the game how-
ever, was the team's tough check-
ing, goaltending and defensive 
prowess. 
"I am not sure if we have played 
better for an entire game," said coach 
Bob Kullen. "Ourforecheckingwas 
effective. We didn't let them carry 
the puck out of their own end eas-
ily." 
Kullen · was understandably 
pleased with. Morrison's . perform-
ance. "He wasn't sheU shocked and 
d,idn't face the number of quality 
chances that our goalies usually face. 
But he played simple and saved the 
game." 
Morrison, whb stopped 33 Friar. 
shots _ and had no,t played_ since 
getting pummeled for eight goals at 
Maine ori February 10, felt the vic-
tory aided his confidence. 
"I was shaking when I started," 
he said. "I wasn't happy with my 
last couple of outings. This was a 
big win for me. This was the mos_t 
di_sciplined game this team has 
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Ellen Weinbergslidesthepuckawayfrom a USA teammember(Don 
Carls~n· photo). 
